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LAS VKCJAS,

XXV.
record of President Roosevelt's
(hive years' stewardship Is iuth thnt
his party has unanimously nominated
him as worthy to bo continued in his
high place .and it Is this republican
now propose to
proposition that.
iM cuss tf
Ir'y and upon the faefs.
I have no thought of rcHching those
who close their eyes to thnt which is
plainly visible and their ears to that
which may In plainly heard.
Hut,
bollevthg that the great majority of
the people who have the power of determining the course of our country's
affairs hi ins to the exorcise of that
power the same degree of Interest,
t
nnd eare which hey are

NEW MEXICO,
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Manufacturers' Club of
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Acts Host to Great

(ialliering.
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CAL UTTERANCES

The great quadrennial period has
arrived when the American people
review their affairs and condition and
determine
through constitutional
methods the personnel of their chief
servants, the president and
and the governmental policies
under which they are to proceed during an equal period for the future.
The two great political parties have
presented platforms of principles, and
candidates who are pledged, if elected, to administer the affairs of the
government in conformity thereto,
and the people are now engaged in
the solemn business of considering
where they shall choose.
It Is indeed a solemn and important
business and when decided will either advance or retard our progress,
for it is impossible that so momentous a thing as the continuance or reversal of the fiscal, economic, for
elgn and domestic policies of the
American' people 'should have a neut,
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Bedoide of Lady Curzon

STILL MISSING

The Re

J

star

line

steuuier Vioii lioel on board of which
were Mi. Levi 'L Letter mid
Leiter, mother Mill sister respectively of l,ny Cur.oii, icrivcl here
this Htlefiiooii
fecial tender
brought Mix. tunl Minn I.eiter ashore
Mis-N;ini-

wil! act

lieve.
Against the proposition of the republican party, with Its record of patriotism and progress, that Theodore
Roosevelt be accepted by the connrry
for what he Is, what he has done an 1
what he stands for, there Is opposed
the democratic party, with its platform of uncertainty and abuse, its
record of opposition to everythfnj;
that has materially advanced the na
tional welfare during the last fifty
years, and a candidate of singula
conception and pleasant personality,
who proclaims as admirable his party's bill of petulant exceptions to
everything that has b?en done for the
country through republican Initiative
and republican performance.
The democratic platform, so far as
it presents anything tangible enough
to be understood, proclaims the per
ty's adherence to certain great fundamental principles which the republi
can party has made living every day
realities in their application to practical affairs. Then In violent terms
it assails the existing republican administration as "spasmodic,
ervit'c,
sensational, spectacular and arbitrary," given to extravagance, d'shones- ty, tariff, executive usurpation, imper
of constitutional
lallsm, violation

of Shoemaker.

g
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hover.
Leiters went on
At'Ji'Jdp.
board u special train and were soon
bpeediiiifoii their way to Walincr castle.
Lady Curzon's condition Is much imin.--T- he

proved

t

his morning.

Santa Fe in Colorado

Thousand Foot of Great Iron Bridge Over Arkansas
River At Byron, Colo, Out, Many Trains
Make Detours
Topcka, Oct. 3 The pile bridge of the
Fe railroad over the Arkansas
river at Byron, Colorado, is out : About
10IH)
feet of the structure lias been
carried away by the flood. Pile drivers
are working at each end. but it will require several days to repair the damage.

Shih

Terrible Devastation in Shoemaker Canyon. Miles of Railroad
Three Weeks Required
Become Bed of the River
to Repair Damage. Conditions North

where they were met by the mayor of

oisastrous Flood Condttiono

Utter Ruin of the Laird and Pond Places.

Light Which Waved for an Hour from Midst of
Flood.

their

2110

Letters Hastening to

Heroic Work of Little Band of Rescuers who Saved
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Yesterday afternoon, a member of
The Optic start made a trip to
Watrous to investigate the flood conditions. The tale is
deplorable
enough, Probably, never before In
the histoiy of'the Santa Fe has the
might of the storm king done as
much damage as In the eight ulle
canyon that, stretches between Shoemaker and Watrous. In the whole
distance, not more than two miles of
track Is left. The big Iron bridge,
near Watrous, stands but It is five
hundred yards from the railroad on
,
the south and the changed channel
of the Mora river now throws the
current around the end of the bridge.
tral effect.
It. will be three weeks at least before
The parties stand in very different
trains can be got through this canyon
attitudes towards the contest.
guarantees, race agitation, civil ser- and It nill be eight or ten days before
The republican party having admin- vice, and n Isthmian canal. The the gaps between Raton and Shoeistered the affairs of the government democratic declaration of devotion to maker can be repaired. Then, but
almost continuously for nearly a half essential principles ia praiseworthy not before, a transfer can be made.
a century, must be judged by its and usnal 1n the circumstances, lis
Just before The Opdc representaperformances of past and its prom- Intemperate language Is no surprise, tive left Watrous. an old man whose
ises for the future. Its prospects of as we were not expecting from them name was
given as P auclsco Aguilar,
success depend upon the people's sat- the flattering trnth about the happy came to Watrous from down the
isfaction with that past and belief in condition of our country which is so
liver and reported that his wife and
the party's intention and ability to largely traceable to the sound poli- ihree children had been
swept away
continue to administer the public af- cies and wise administration that and no tr.ice of their bodies had been
fairs wisely and honestly. The plat- have prevailed during the years that found.
form of the republican party very lu- have passed.
Felix Villirael. digging bore and
cidly recapitulates its most notable
The personality of the president
In the mud along tl
banks of
there
recent achievements and concisely has been assailed In the democratic
the Mora, hoping to find the bodies
and without equivocation restates thp platform and in authoritative demoof hN wife and child, his wife's mothpolicies by which it has been and cratic utterances both directly and
and grandmother, was a pathetic
er
will be guided in executing the peo- by innuendo.
His temperament Is
The body of (). F. Porter has
sight.
ple's will.
unsatisfactory, he is too robust, he
' Tt is not my purpose io discuss the sees too quickly, he acts too effective- not been recovered.
It was difficult to realize, while the
past of the republican party. Its fifty ly .and, generally, he is not the type
trip to Watrous was being made on
years of glorious achievement marks the opposition prefers.
a work train, that a disartious flood
it unequalled in history as a pary
The high mental and temperamenof high ideals and great accomplish- tal qualifications for his great office had swept with such tremendous loss
ments. Its principles have been with which he TTas been endowed by any part of this region. The sun
sound and its performances have his creator are imputed to the presi- shone with summer brightness; the
were of dazzling blue; the w'ide
abundantly justified the confidence dent as a fault. His ability to see skies
robed in brighter green than
mesas,
the people have given "It. During the quickly and comprehend
clearly, usual in October, showed no trace of
of
its
existence it has which enables him to act positively
greater period
been the party of the majority of the and timely, have brought upon him storm or flood. The mountains shimAmerican people, and the progress the charge of being arbitrary and mering In faint blue haze, smiled In
The day, fair as
we have made as a people has been spectacular. Indeed, the president's the bright sunlight
under its guidance of national affairs. peculiar fitness for public service, autnmn can be In the wet, was eloThat a raging torNeither do I propose to solicit sup which has made him a peculiarly fit quent of peace.
.railroad
rent,
bridges, houscarrying
port of republican candidates wholly public servant of his state and the
trees
and
es
like
on Its bosom,
toys
assurances
of good Intentions nation, is the "vice of darkest shade"
upon
for the future. 1 assume that the for which he must account. He Is ac- could so short a time, before have
Incredgreat mass of thinking Americans are cused of lack of gravity, and surely swept within a few miles was
was
But
as
ible.
Watrous
approachnot to be deluded Into the belief that lacks that type which is said to be
It. is
to onri,t thp administra- a mysterious carriage of the body In ed, the traces of the flood began to
The lower reaches
tion of naional affairs into the hands tended to conceal the defects of the be noticeable.
in
iitill
gwam
water, and where glimp-- of a party solely upon a record or mind.
Mora
s
of
and Sapello could be
the
imsolely upon a prospectus, but rather
The president's motives are
land looked
their
caught,
outlying
In
succcses
upon what the narty offers In fhe pugned, and his very
meadow late
more
Acadian
an
like
mat
of
its
and
the
most important
candidates,
personality
wa-he- d
salt
tide
than
a portion
by the
principles for which the party stands, ters resulting in lasting benefits to
of
The
American
the
desert.
great
tt lovffi'v r thp fnd'dtes to those the nation and to hnmanlty.. are
tJH
hura
lora
wide,
gray,
appeared
un
principles. j!R .Indued bv their charac- counted against him as proof of
ters and their performances :and fitnpR to loneer serve his county! ryin stream as nig as me Mississippi
hundred miles from Its source.
generally the capacity the partv and In the maintenance and development'00',
admin-isterine
of the verv matters for which he has uprooted trews, parts of house, de
Its candidates have shown for
of various kinds. Including thous-froas
so
to
proat times extorted unwilling applause
national affairs
of tons of the muddiest of mud,
j "ds
his political enemies.
mote the ronmnnwci) n home and
covered
the open country for miles,
Criticism is easier than perform-- !
the reinect for our neonle and f heir
up ana uown me siream
de-""a
! ance, but both carry their response j
flag abroad, which their merits
as
the
could
under-tricarry. Those who.
eye
in
bllitles.
Is
before them in
The party
power
serve. It is what
on tbe t f rible Thursday morning
ami
capato
and
takes
reform
honest
of
sound
shane
honestly
theory
l'
from the heighU above Wat- performance that should be weighed , bly. The party In opposition must j rous
over five milee of wild.
with
gazed
and is welched by the American peo- criticise with soberness and
which
ea
threw columns of
f
raging
facts.
the
of
and
upon
truth, Justly
tile In the discharge of their duty
air and whose
Into
the
spray
high
repub-'Whe- n
and
of
misrepresenta
the
perversion
committing the destlnv
tlon are made the basis of an appeal roaring would have silenced the sound
lie to Individual hands.
of the most violent tempest or. the
When In September. 1W1. the eon- - to the people it cannot succeed. It Is
well
with
American
the
1i
people today. iron bound shores of Lie Bay of Fnv
will Of the
pTrrfMskd
be gain dy. Past all Imagination, or con.jp
cannot
Is
not
That
fact
nuland
was
Tonle of the United States
on or Denor, My inose wno witnetr
lified by sn assassin's hand, there said. If the people can be convinced
ed
the spectacle was the fury of the
to
them
will
for
it
be
better
devolved br operation of our funda- that
at the confluence of the Mora
flood
have
down
strike
that
the
policies
mental law nnrm Theodore Roosevelt
and Sapello rivers,
century-os
the
half
prevailed
rertorts-rnliHeduring
the Meh honors and erave
j
For an hour or more some of the
which tho belong president their marvelousV progress and turn
s
wafehe-who gajed out aeross the
over
to
the
present
MrKlnW hsd beef twice ca'lel noon the country
saw
An
a solitary light waving
will
;"l"oi.
.they
democracy
m Mlow clMzet io entoy and amorphous
, above tbe flood where a mile of Im- (Continued on Psfre Two.)
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lover, Klltd.lid.

judgment, based upon
what they know and what they be
upon

y
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BODIES OF

the discharge of their personal matters. I
will assume that they have a desire
to perform their public dudes conscientiously

Strong Commendation of the
Policy of President McKin-leand lib AdminiH- (ration.

MONDAY

F

'r'ctistrruH

NOTABLE POLITI-

OPTIC ADS

Passenger trains number & and 0 are
detourt'd from Scott City, Kansas to
Pueblo over the Missouri Pacific. From
Pueblo stub trains Hre run east to La

Juuta, south to Trinidad and north to
Denver. . Line between Trinidad and
Albuquerque cannot be opened for
several days. California trains No. 1
and 7 and Next. 2 and 8 are detoured
from Fort Worth to Demiug over the .
Texaa Pacific. The Colorado flyer is
anuulled temporarily.
The damage
rcsultiug to the Santa F from tbe recent floods amounts to npward of half
a million dollars.

Poot Mooter General Pay no
In Critical Condition

posable current swept ou either tide. le can repair the damage between
No help could be sent to the Individ- here and Albuquerque, they will he
were
cut off. He sent to Watrous to work towards the
who
uals
At the very best
fore the day broke the lantern had north end crews.
..Washington, Oct. 3. Postmaster General Payne's conceased to wave.
Whether the tree, it will bo three weeks before thee
is again critical.
Up to 3 o'clock this morning, Mr,-Payndoubt, had been crewg can meet in Shoemaker canyon dition
which, without
whethor
eastern
if
their
was
Las
for
way,
gave
people
Vegas
safety,
sought
gel
doing well, but at that hour he had a sinking
er the Imprisoned ones lost their hold mails tarnsferred by Saturday, they spell, and from 3 to 7 was
kept alive only by the application
in the tree none can say. Neither may congratulate themselves. Every
of
v
stimulants.
powerful
can any clue to their identity be ob man and team the company can sePresident Roosevelt left Mr. Payne's apartments at 10:15
So weird and uncanny did cure is being employed and the most
tained.
the light swinging above the awful determined efforts are being made to o'clock, having made a longer stay than usual. The
president
Both the West- aaid Mr.
flood appear, that had one or two acllltate the work.
had taken a turn for the better in the last
Payne
to
alone seen It, they might have been ern Union and the Santa Fe expect
twenty minutes. He got the impression that the physicians
Inclined to atribute the alght to a get wires through to Raton today.
The havoc wrought by the flootl believe if they can pull the patient through for another twenty-fo- ur
trick of an excited Imagination. But
many eyes beheld the aight at inter- about the old Moore place, occupied
hours he would have a chance for life.
vals during mute than an hour. The by Mrs. Laird and daughter, was apgeneral impression la that some team- palling. A mighty tide tore through
first struck the house, the family
ster was cut off by the flood and as- the fine orchard and grove of big
Wells-Farg- o
to the Front.
climbed on to' an adobe wall and
cended the tree for safety.
uprooting great trees and
beto the roof, but the walls
By 4 o'clock yesterday afternoon, burying the whole lowland in several thence
to
settle
and Brown realized that
gan
Yesterday there was a report In
road
between
Watrous and the ap feet of mud. The farm house and I - I the
I J
111..
I.
the
"uwl
V"""
tlty of a shortage of butter, eggu,
nroach t the1 big iru U.'idge over the neighboring buildings,
by!1"""occupied
ThU affordMora had been repnijed and a train ' quarrymen and natives were entirely Die, t rom strips .or nianset ne wove potatoes and chickens.
company an
and repair gang had been sent over desfroyed. The fair and fertile ranch a strong rope. One end he fastened ed the local Wells-Fargi!. For four hundred yards the track and the home set in Its
beautiful to a chimney, the other end be threw opportunity to perform distinguished
a tree eight feet service In 'the Interests of
hail been swept tway, and carried grove are a ruin and the savings of over 'the branch of
suffering
head. How the humanity.
his
above
obliquely
The company had a half
bodily, tis, rails and rock balla-- t a life time have been swept away.
The place bought by Sam Laird, man ever got his wife and two small ton of butter more or less on hand.
srnii distance to the right.' For
chfldrcn over that swaying, slender It was consigned to all kinds of imhundred yards before the bridge agent at Fort Ilayard, for his mother,
It wasn't doThe sur- bridge, which sketched into the tree possible destinations."
is leeched, the wnter sweeps in iti had jns,t been paid for.
at. an angle of fifty degrees is one of ing a bit of good, Accordingly,
Agent
It is hoped to Rot. rounding houses wore rented to quarchanged cour-e- .
things connected Melfrlch gavo orders to sell the butthe iim:'$ie repaired to the water's rymen and the crops were unusually the unexplalnable
with the flood. The feat was all the ter to city merchants. The s'ame
edge by this evening.
Throwing a good. Mrs. Laird and her daughter more
difficult, when It Is remembered orders were given for eggs and chick
temporary bridge over the stream will are left homeless and penniless. Forthe
that
family was almost exhausted ens. The company had enough to supThis tunately, they remained in Watrous
require a much longer time.
when
at
last the rescue party was ply the city In ail these important
of
the flood.
morn ln Chief Ckok Jones took up a the night
enabled to reach them.
Hardly bad commodities for several days.
'was
It
In
this
settlelittle
ranch
boat with which to
made
when
the
teh
been
chimney
An Optic man talked with several
trip
cross the river.
The intention is to ment, that six lives were lost, The
fell
in.
A
tumbled
the
and
roof
slip
of
the city grocers this morning. All
build a ferry to facilitate the moving small adobe house of Felix Vlllarael
lotis of grip for a minute meant said there would be no
or
in
the
raising of
of
torrent.
the
lay directly
of timber for piling and cribbing.
path
certain death.
on any article: There was no
price
The
details
of
which
the
tragedy
From a number of men who waded
The rescue party was horrified to danger of . a scarcity of anything exacross the swollen stream and made robbed him of his family are covered hear while
engaged in carrying out
butter and eggs and tbe last
the trip to Shoemaker. It is learned forever by the darkness and storm. the Brown family, the crying of a cept or dozen would
Not a cry from the doomed house
pound
bring the aamo
that the destruction throughout the
was heard. One can only imagine the child in a part of the building where price as Derore me nood. rue marwhole length of the canyon is dire.
frenzied horror of the three women the flood was worst. The house was ket men Bay they will have bo diffiNorth of the brldge.at least four miles
and little child as they fled from now a mere ruin, tbe walls had given culty In supplying the staple meata
of track is out, and the second bridge
way In several places and the roof f .otn the local markets, but people- over the &ftra near Shoemaker is the tottering walls to be seized in the had Bunk.
....
....
J .nnlt
Only one part of tbe house UIUDI
BUJ
awful and
Ull UU !
Ml
clutch of the
gone, and In a number of places the
could
be
seven
or
.Tbe
at
gotten
meats.
,
swollen current. That the Inhabj
roadbed has Iieeome the bed of the
itants fled from the house Is quite cer- eight men had no implements. Fart
In one place the Mora flows
river.
tain, else they must have been pin- of them attacked the adobe walls
through a box canyon with high walls. ioned
with their bare hands, the other with
a
by the falling adobe walls.
The road had t een built through thl
no
to
better
instruments
essayed
The scene of the struggles of tbe
canyon also, but some distance above
anC Brown and Stephens fam- break a hole through the tin and
Keys
London, Oct. 3. The St. James Gas-et- te
the ordinary level of the stream. The
ilies at the old Moore place Is close wooden roof. Spurred by the horror
says it Is understood the late Sir
whole track was lifted bodily out of
The seven or eight men who of death so close to those within the William Vwnon-Ilarcourwho twice
this canyon and hurled a mile and a by.
worked so assiduously and at such crumbling walls, the openings were refused a peerage,
eventually accepted
half further down on tbe ShoemaVpr
risk to rescue them are of the stuff made In. a very short time.
tbe tumor and would have beeu gtteet-te- d
ranch. Of all he Illustrations of the of which heroes
are made.
Enough has been said of the horror
Baron Malwood on the next birthpower of the torrent that swept
The flood was at its height, though of the scene when J. E. Stephens, his day honor list. "Fate," the paper add
through this eci ion; that can be giv- the
danger to Watrous had apparent- wife and three children were found "has rendered tbe event impossible bnt
en, this is doubtless the most convinwhen several men rode lying half burled in water and mud, it in deemed probable t he baronetcy,
ly
passed,
No one could believe that, any
cing.
over the hills that look down into the on a table, the roof pressing down on following tbe procedure on the death
possible agency of water could have valley near the
bridge. They heard them, two of the little ones already of W. H, Smlt b, wbo was ministej of
the track from Its ock hot shouts for
,
war in Lord Snlittbery'a valrineia of
help from the grove. On dttiird.
torn and out. of the long and narrow a
stone wall nearest the hil)
1K85 and 188(1, will lie conferred on
high
It
was
box canyon. How
done cannot stood Mr.
and Mrs. Keyes. Two br
Lady Harcourt.,,
That. It was done Is
be explained.
three horsemen rode Info the treachapparent.
erous flood and succeeded In getting
It would be possible to transfer both To the nigh ground.
Shouts
Boston, Oct. 3. Tbe advocates of the
to Shoemaker, but came from the trees in the midst of
from Watrous
of peace throughout the
there are no trains on the other side. the torrent. The horsemen rode uiull principles
assembled in Boston from many
wjorld
The bridge train of M. R. Williams the ground sank beneath them and
St. Imis, Oct. 3.Tbe opening
quarters of the plobe to take part in
did not go down In a washout aa re- they realized It was certain death to the
of the International congrem on
sion
Inof
the
Thirteenth
proceedings
ported, but Is he!pl"s In the canyon. go farther. The Brown family was ternational peace congress which open- tuberculosis began today in convent ion
No engine has iteen gotten south of in a big cottonwood tree. Tbe horse- ed
formally today in this city. For hall at the World's Fair with a number
Raton.
The btidge near the city men shouted for them to hold on and several month plans have been in of famous physicians from various
must be replaced, the bridge over the that help would be brought as soon
progress to make the congress more parts of the world present to discus
Red River near Springer ateo put in, as possible.
For five awful hours. notable, if possible, than any that has the means for tbe prevention and cure
two l ridge neir French (repaired, the Brown, his sffTc wife and two children been held.
of consumption. Three days wi l be
track repaired in several places, a clad only in their night robes clung
consOmed by the meetings.
to the branches while the waters
dozen bridges gone over carefully,
trains can reah the Shoemaker raged beneath. They paid afterwards NORWEGIAN BARK WRECKED
AND CREW DROWNED. International Engineering
eenyon. wh- -e the gneaU t fkiod dam that flad it not been for the encourongres in 8-it-- e
Is.
This will irquire at least a agement shouted by tose across the
Frederickstdt Normay. The Norwei-gitt- n
St. Louis, Oct 8. -- The international
bark Sir John Lawrence, from
week, and until this great gap Is flood, they must have given up and
engineering congress under the aus
reached from the north no transfer dropped Into the torrent.
Loudon, has struck on sunken rocks picea of the American Society ot t"iil
The feat of getting Into the tree outside this harUir and broken op, tbe
can te made. Just ta non as 'th
Engineers began a six days' convention
When the flood crew drowned.
trained bridge crews from Los Acge- - was remarkable.
at tbe World's Fair
"
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For World's Peace

Tuberculosis Congress
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.

a

today.
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(Continued from Page I.)

the toll, that attute Mailman,

o, but the burden of proof U on
which clamor for place an. I
met
power, and thtt burden mut ls
leal
not
and
by
hynto
by evldtnce,
U
of
Mil
A
particular
npvrslon.
landemanded sot out In
guage and buttrencod by fact.
'o cm- not In Icily
It I ImposmY-touch hv n.' l: to Kallste w.iat
s
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oft

the lothargy of her agricultural atfl!
Internaa Induct'd by
manufacturing
adherence to tho foHUh of free trade.
Only lant month at what was tald
to have ntu th
largest political
niei'tlnjc ever held tinder end roof of
men who llvo by the cultivation of
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A !fc to th whole being. All drjini and
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PEOPLE'S STOR

V

AGAIN!
k,

I tuva tu:"Q tlmutiuui til
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i Dcbilitv. bulletin, blerpitit
nrt ana ricoccic.Atrouhv.ac.
Tfcey Uer th train, itr t f (hm
tnt nrcuuii'it, make uiietnoa
nrriVit. Mini ir.lt.jrt A hrkllhs
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chfktd firmju'i'r.
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EVENING,
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cu.. tikttlind.O,

luh Ayeiit.

REICH & CO.. Proprietors.

In
Joseph Chamberlain,
IS.
Great Ilrltaln'a condition under free
trade, pointed out America's properfall
in
ty as compared with England's deline
niannfar-turitiIn
HKrlcultural
and
pression
an evidence of the folly of
The price is one-thir- d
ON SIGHT.
that
that policy.
of any other hijh jfrade baking
Ntw Machinery for Miking Criuhcd Gr.n.u lor
Yet, notwithstanding Hie proud su
powder.
Ladies' Vests and Pants at 25c, 50c, 75c,
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premium Ware Coupons
all cash purchases. Always
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and complete stock of
premium ware on
hand.
Ask for your coupons.
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partment. It is the most
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ments of all kinds and stylea
Swell dressers
be pleased
with our selections.
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First arrival of Ladies Jackets.
Some of the styles received
Come and see them.
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On Tuesday. September 20th, we
will have our entire stock of Fall
and Winter Goods on display in all
our various departments, which are
more complete than ever
A call is all we ask.
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E. ROSENWALD & SON.
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who would have uladly welcomed pn
dlmistop If It would have brought
thorn political success.
"When nnd how has the president
violated the constitution of the 1'nlt-- '
oj States, that, neatest of all char-ors of government, or Ignored the
laws passed tn pursuance thereof, as
alleged by this extraordinary confed- eratlon? It Is said In somo quarters
that he violated the constitution and'
the law of nations by recognizing the?
independence of Panama and by neso-- !
tiatlng a treaty with that republic,
I reply' that It Is an executive fnnc- Hon to recognize the existence cif
foreign powers and to negotiate ttvn-- l
ties, and that there Is no rule of international law that was infringed
In the president's performance of either of these executive powers. TWo
action of this government In thi respect was the same as that of the
principal civilized powers. There may
be those who claim the president wn
Impolitic and unwise In executing the
law of congress requiring him to tal;e
the necessary steps which congress
specified to secure the Joining of the
two oceans, but he was safely within his constitutional powers when ha
did so, and as to the policy and wis
dom of this act that is for the American people to approve or disapprove.
The connection of the Atlantic and
Pacific oceans by a canal and the substitution of a short route for the passage around Cape Horn was not a
question of the hour, nor merely one
relations between
of the political
United
the
and
Statis, but
Panama
rather one that concerned the planet
upon which we live, involving a vital
tli-change of the relations of grand j
visions of that planet to each other.;
The change proposed and the worlcj
projected will outlive most of the
present governments rf the world
and.be of use to all mankind when
the present political relations of tNre
governments with each other will bo
dim traditions, if not altogether for--;
gotten.
What would have been the opinion
of posterity and what would have,
been the opinion of the expectant na- tions of the world if theproaident.with
plenary constitutional power and the.
specific statutory authority, and the;
opportunity to accomplish this grand!
object, should have stood hesitating
about insignificant)
and quibbling
questions and permitted the opportu- j
at
our
hands
to
the;
pass from
nlty
moment when everything was in
readiness, when the means had beenj
provided by congress, the purchase of
the property had been arranged for,
and the sovereign of the territory di-- j
rectly affected ready and anxious to
enter into a treaty conferring upon
(

j

j
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The iiUi'
n, nut; tumbled li. iiit- lonti Into the atVM, mid t!i imild vim
1mppi'iif( to be i.i.uniiM tl, civ ch.M'il
the Uiite. When the dog mw .it. mis
Kieffoni her two lcuyod pursuer phe
toppled over In it dom fniiit. At niiy
rule, the in.iM Insisted l:it she fainted. The bonnier, who crowded out
into the men t, li. lp l.i'iim the little
animal to, derided tlto nssertiuii, but
the doctor Unit iiiinlly Joined tin; group
:tld there was nothing
preposterous
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FLOOD

Some animals have wonderful powers
of Imitation. logs brought up In the

i

LOCALS.

i

company of cats have been known to
acquire the trick of licking the paws
When a
u ml then washing t)ft face.
cut has been taught to sit up for food
her kittens have bccrt known to Imitate her nction. Darwin tells of a cat
that was in the habit of putting her
paw Into the mouth of a narrow milk
pitcher every time she got tiie chance
and then li. king the cream off her paw.
Her kitten soon learned the same trick.
A lady tells of a rabbit that she keeps
in a cage with a monkey and says that
Kunnle has caught many of the
monkey's ways. It Is said that starving pigeons that have been brought up
on grain will not eat peas to save their
lives, but that if pea eating pigeons are
put with them they follow their example and eat peas. Detroit

'

Twitchel

Col.

has been located

In

Denver.

(.

Head is somewhere on
the east side of the washouts.
He
wai due home from Kansas last night.
Col.

R.

E. O. Murphey Is held up somewhere.
He was expected home from
St. Louis today.

i

"
WaaliliiKton t'oald Hun.
"As to running," said Parson Weems
in his book on Ceorge Washington,
"the swift tooted Achilles could scarcely have matched his speel. 'Egad, he
ran wonderfully!' said my amiable and
aged friend, John Fitzhugh, Ksq., who
knew him well. 'We had nobody hereabouts who could come near him.
There was young I.anghorn Dade of
Westmoreland, a confounded, clean
made, tight young fellow and a mighty
HWil't runner, too; but, then, he was no
match for (Jeorge. I.ttngy, indeed, did
not like to give up and would brag
that sometimes be had brought George
to a tie. I'.ut I believe he was mistaken, for I have seen them run together
many a time, and George always beat
him easy enough.' "
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.llorseshoeiu?;;
Itubbor Tires,
WajroiiM 31fl.lt. to Order,
Wajjon Material,
Heavy Hardware,
Carriage !alntliij
Satisfaction (.uuruntced,

well made.
Lord Chesterfield to his ton.

You will have the
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ready-to-we-
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clothes if they
bear this label
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NEW yRK

Cj Equal to fine cuflom-mad- c
in all but price. Cj The makers

guarantee, and ours, with
We are
every parmeiU.
Exclusive Agents in tliis city.
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Schmidt .Shop.

Grand Ave and Fountlan Square.

Your Investment Guaranteed
Did you know the Aetna Building
Moclmtlon pays t per eent on
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special depoelta?
your money elsewhere see us and

get best Interest
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Striking, Startling, Sensational
NEVER BEFORE PERFORMED
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Jerry Simpson and Mr. Thomson
will open a real estate office at Ike-wooThey are now In Illinois after
prospectors and will return the first
of the week.
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The Military band will entertain!,.
J)- K.
Narkey, of Carlsbad, .returned
the visitors with a concert in Lincoln!
Kansas City, Wednesday r.itjht.
from
park this afternoon.
where he had been with some steers.
o
Just as soon as a special train can He reports the market as pretty low.
be got through it: any direction, the!
A Very Remarkable
Remedy.
body of Mrs. O. N. Tarkington will
f Vti&sur
be shipped to Vermont.
Funeral ser- - at)d satisfactionB(.k
I recommend
vices will be held in the city by Rev. chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and
A. C. Geyer.
Diarrhoea Remedy," says Druggist
A. W. Sawtelle, of Hartford, Conn.
No further loss of life is reported ""Recently a gentleman came into my
store bo overcome with colic pains
from the Watrous district.
that he sank at once to the floor.
I gave
him a dose of this remedy
Mrs. J.E. Stevens, who was brought which helped him. I Irepeated
the
here from Watrous yesterday, is very dose and in fifteen rninutea he left
Her husband is much better my store smilingly informing me
low.
he felt as well as ever." For
The one child res- that
and may recover.
sale by all druggists.
cued seems about as well as ever.
Dan Lucas and C. W. Merchant of
Mrs. Sixto Polaco, .when the flood
came down the Mora river, swam Carlsbad, areln Kansas City, where
the swollen stream and succeeded in they went with some cattle shipped
reaching the old Moore house, at Wat- from pastures In .Kansas.
rous, which, however, was soon surThe Best Doctor.
rounded by a raging torrent.
There
Rev. B. C. Horton, Sulphur Springs,
alone in the darkness and stream Fhe Texas,
writes, July 19th, (1899: "I
The mother lwe used in my family Ballard's
gave birth to a girl.
and child were rescued alive.
This Snow Liniment and Horehound Syis one of the rare Intances when It Is rup, and they have proved certainly
satisfactory. The liniment la the
permissible to say "mother and child best we have ever used for headache and pains. The cough syrup
doing well."
has been our doctor for the last
e'sht years." 25c, 50c, $1.00, V,,
Low Rates ta Ohio and Indiana.
G- - Schaefer.
The Santa Fe will sell round trip sale at
Home Visitors excursion tickets to
J. J. Russell returned to his home
all points in Ohio and Indiana on Oct. at
Piano, Texas, Monday after spend- r
11th at rate of one way fare plus two
ing several days in Carlsbad.
Final limit for return Nov.
dollars.
o
W. J. Lucas, Agent.
11th.
Never Ask Advice.
Wen you have a cough or cold don't
C. R. Hrice of Carlsbad, is In Beau-- '
what is good for it. and got some
ak
niont where hft has closed a contract
medicine
with little or no merit and
for the Lake wood Town Co. with one
Ask for 'Foley's
perhaps
dangerous.
Fondren, for the purpose of sinking a
Honey and Tar, the greatest throat
well at the new town.
and lung remedy, It cures coughs and
colds quickly. Depot Drug Store.
L

'

pountam Ice!

eight-ieeiu-

Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
No one who is acquainted with its
good finalities can be surprised at
of Chamber-- I
the great popularity
Iain's Cough Remedy. It not only
cures colds and grip effectually and
permanently, but prevents these dt- seases from resulting in pneumonia.
It h afO a certain cure lor croup.
Whooping cough la not dangerous
when this remedy Is given. It contains no opium or other harmful
substance and may be given as confidently to a baby as to an adult. It
Is also pleasant to take. Wen all of
these facts are taken Into consldera- tion It Is not surprising that people
In foreign lands, as well as at home,
esteem this remedy very highly and
very few are willing to take any other after having once used it. For
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Brewery

Supt. F. J. Easley was hurried back
from his vacation in St. Louis by
the flood damages on his division.
sale by all, druggists.
General Superintendent Cain and
Mrs. Miller of El Paso, who has
Division Superintendent Easley are been visiting her brother, W. T.
east of the gaps directing the move- Heed, at Carlsbad, left Monday night
ments of the repair gangs.
for Stanton. Texas, to place her
in school.
Quite a number or flood-bounpassengers enjoyed the hospitality of
Broke Into His House.
A
S. LeQuinn of Cavendish, Vt. was
the Commercial Out last night,
jolly party of citv people were present: robbed of his customary health by
and dancing was kept up till after
iffi" HH-1- 1
o'clock.
Other travelers attend-- , i)roke Jnt0 his houB? his trouble was
ed the social dance at the hall cor-- j arrested and now he's entirely cured,
j
ner Twelfth and National.
They're guaranteed to cure, 25e at

News-Tribun-
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St. Loulu, I'.S.A.
Do not fail to include the
in your lit. Lou
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Brewing Ass'n

Anheuser-Busc- h

d
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It contains just the food properties
needed for mother and child.
A predigested food with uncqualed
strengthening properties.
Invigorating, sustaining, not intoxicating.

-

'

j
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Saved Two From Death
"Our little itauyhk-- had an almost
fatal attack of whooping cough and
bronchitis," writes Mrs. V. K. IIuvl-latid- ,
of Armonk. N. Y "but, when
all other remedies failed, wo saved
her life with Dr. King's New DU-- :
vho had I'ou-- i
cowry. Our niece,
sumption in an advanced utage, also
used this wonderful medicine nnd today who is perfectly well." Desperate throat and lung diseases yield to
Dr. King's New Discovery as to uo
other medicine on earth. Infallible
f.r Coughs and Colds. fiu and $1.00
bottles guaranteed by all druggists.
Tilal bottle free.
r

's

p.NrlEUSER-BUscf-

TNAOC MAMK.

she fainted," he said.
aniliinls faint. I'jits and dogs
lilid even more .stolid animals
Ucel
over in
of fc.tr and exhaustion. In he case of IioVsch tin; prostration Is generally iittrilnitcd to
but quite often they lire knock-edon- t
by it plain, everyday faint In
Mewl of atmospherical excesses. Fowls
faint too. and the birds of the n It. In
fact, it Is liur to lind any living creature that doesn't topple over In crucial
circumstances.
If the lioness of the
Jungle were up on etiquette she would
be just us much justitied In carry fug
a camphor bottle as the thicst lady in
York Press.
the latid."-N- ev

Tooilmclie.
1 have in
my possession an elephant's
tooth, partially decayed. . The animal
belonged to my father, who was in the
East Indian civil service at Moradu-bad- ,
and as the tooth caused the animal so much pain that it interfered
with its eating my father, with the assistance of the mahout's son sitting ou
the elephant's head and telling him to
be quiet, extracted the tooth by means
of hammer, Iron bar and rope. The
grateful animal used to like to have
his gums dressed with tow and glu for
franthe
the government
necessary
days after the operation. As this hapchise?
pened before 1842, no anaesthetic
What would have been the verdict could have been used. London Field.
of the American people if the presiLondon Unlit on Sponges.
dent had folded his hands in ease and
One could surely find no worse
closed his eyes and waited before exto build upon than a bod of
ecuting the law, until every academic ground such as we
use for the bath.
sponges
doubt as to his constitutional powers And
London has for Its ubsoil
yet
was resolved in the minds of his
only sponges, although we call them
critics?
flints. Once they grew as sponges do
If the administration of the affairs now in suit water shallows, and they
of the United' States is to halt every are found in layers petritied among
time some one cries out that ine the chalk of southern England.. The
constitution is being otiraged we Thames valley chalk has been melted
like so much sugar and carried away
would never move.
with the running waters, but the flints
Men always have differed and alhave been left behind, and on these the
ways will differ as to constitutional whole city of London has found its
construction, and even the courts fail excellent foundations.
at times to reach unanimous conclusions.
eriy Sad.
A newspaper in a small country town
Did the president disregard
the
constitution or the pension laws he not far from New York employs a reporter whose knowledge of English
.j, was sworn to execute when to enable Idioms Is somewhat uncertain.
He
in
so
full
him to do
faithfully and
was assigned recently to report the
accord with the spirit of a grateful sudden death of an Important local
country he used fits discretion, as citizen, and after describing the cirhis predecessors of both parties did, cumstances leading up to It he rein ordering that in consonance with ferred to the sadness of the bereavecommon sense and human experience ment sustained by the family. "The
it sould be a rebuttable presumption widow," he concluded, "Is almost grief
bad deter- stricken." Ila rper's Weekly.
that a soldier at sixty-twhis
in
cent
ability to
iorated fifty per
Oat of Plarr.
at
and
seventy
labor
perform physical
Aunt Prisms I am shocked at you.
Did he Maude. You
was wholly incapacitated
permitted young Mr.
usurp the functions of congress in Jones to kiss you. Maude lie only
so doing? Certainly not. HU frder Just touched me on the nose, auntie.
did not appropriate to the soldiers Aunt Prisms It was quite out of
The appropriations place, dear. Maude He knew it was,
, their pensions.
auntie. But you came In so suddenly,
was made by congress after the order
see.
you
and for the specific purpose of meet-- ,
F.anlrr Than a llaln.
ing its requirements. The president
"tteing continually held up as a hordid not direct that disabled soldiers
stipend. rible example Is alKMit as monotonous
should receive a monthly
as the music of an automatic piano,"
law
a
duly enCongress did that by
says a cynic, "but it Is much less strain
acted, and the constitution put upon on your nervous
tc
system than
the president the duty to execute the balance a halo on the back trying
of your
law by seeing that the government's head." Kansas City Journal.
bounty reached the beneficiaries.
It is difficult, to understand the
Tlt Poor Rail.
He Wonderful shut, that of Hen- Parker constitutional club's theory
ry's! Why, be hit the bullseye nine
that Mr. Cleveland'3 order of
times in succession yesterday! She
con-j
five
of
the
age
seventy
making
ies. nut just TunK or tii ni!Terin;rs
elusive proof of inability H
of that jxjor bull: Men are such brutes!
tional, and President KooseveltVi order that the ase of seventy should be Wisdom niiy be compar.! to water.
considered as an evidential fact in A"! water leaves the heights and gathdetermining disability is uncons'itu-tional- . er'' In H; depth, so Is wisdom-receivefrom on V-- U and preserved by
That club says of these two
a lowly soul. TjIiiinJ.
in
Mr.
was
Cleveland's
orders, that
(Continue! on Pas- - 5 )
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Kill out, this rcHpuri .tin! eticbwft In seale.l letter to The Optic before
November 1. The pupil who Hiiiest the name decided by the directors
of the hotel to be the best will bo given ten dollars in cash.

W.
i

J.

LUCUS, Agent.
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who can
needs ami
lid
which grow from
the exoneration
limited iuidt:rt,Rii'lItig or tho love or
Mr. Itryan
rhetoric anJ xetimitlon.
will probably never be tho lender of
the whole party, or of any party
to win, b iiuse !,
enough
large
untenehablc.
lie can not yet
deem
about
current;- n..d
!,lr,;i
tall!rg
he speaks on
word
and
every
judge,
those two subjects, which be m poor
ly utnlei'iani', loudens tli hope that
he ml)Jit be a useful lender against
of organized
the unJmU prlvlJtgKH
wealth, whether tills Injustice be exIn nennte autocracy,
pressed In trn-ts- ,
or lit Philippine tariff outrages. The
only hope for the ilemoetaiy is to
how Hint it in more popular and lens
pluloi raiis than the republican pnrfy,
abb- iinil letw giftwithout being
The trouble
ed with coiumofi-ueiise- .
with It now In that its radical lenders
with
have been lltlillile to Ibint.
clearness and restraint mid Its sensi
ble leaders are fully (u much Influ
enced by the improper growths of
as the
property
tepiilrjicaiis are
What can be done, In th. way of opposition and In preparation for 190$,
will also depend largely on tho course
taken by 1he preildetit. If he Hhows
a tendency to rest on what he haa
so far done agalnxt the trusts and
the
everywhere,
agalimt corruption
democrats only need wise and strong
leadership to grow In power. If he
continues this work through his second lerm, the democrats will have
a difficult task even under the ablest
and most Judicious leaders; for you
cannot expect the country to wish a
change when it Is getting what it
wantn. Collier's Weekly.
are
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When a child I had a very severe attack of Diphtheria, which enme near proving f.ital. Upon recovery the glamlsof the
neck
very much enlarged, and after
the free iim? of iodine, the right one
to its normal size, but the h it
one continued to growvery slowly nt
first, until it was about the fci.eof a gooc
e"K, which began to press on the wiud-pipe- ,
canting tl ilficitlt breathing, ami became very painful. An incision was made
and a huge, quantity of pus discharged.
The gland wri removed, or as much a.
could with safely be taken out. Tor ten
years I wore a little piece of cloth about an
Inch long in my neck to keep the place
open During litis time I had to have it
cut open by the doctor every lime I took
Cold or llie opening clogged. In the Spring
or early Summer of lHij I was persuaded
by my wife to use S. S. S., winch I did,
strictly in aevot dance with directions. I
took twentv-si- x
large bottles, and was entirely cured, fur I have not suttcred hince
U. S, Raclan.
that time.
Koyal Bag Mfg. Co., Charleston S- - C.
wt-r-

d
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nass

dltional liKUiiMi as Twin Full City,
in the heart of City imd a great rush
Mr. Ma'i'K ray, chief of
is expected.
of
dehlgim
buildings and grounds nt
the world's fair, Si I.ouin lias do-idgnuted a hotel ami town wile known
as Twin city rails City, in the heart!
of the land, and a $.".",11 hotel lsj
now under construction., besides nu- meroiis business bloeKs and reaiden- ices, over $iiu,iMi(i worth of twon lots
have been sold within the last days.
The Oregon Short Urn- railroad at an,
early date will begin, construction op
a branch line from Minidoka through)
the heart of these lands to the new!
town of Twin Fall City.

in

.

rim

iTM -

1901.
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Hand Painted
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arc

now showing a new tine all
goods marked in plain figures
We

Tnll'

.VlHrL
l.iiek.
Twain at one time In his early
On
.11
was a characteristically ImpeOcinMin'lU..
Jn
.......
1 hri' Mniit,it,
reporter, tine day he bad u
but labored under a total
meet,
Dm- V"r
fund.-!- .
Half distracted, be whs
Tlii' Ve kl
In a
around San Tram-lscf.'.flO
Oim Y"r ...
tide
to
cash
for
hunt,
feverish
enough
Six Vmillia .....
him over the trying time. He rushed
in Arr'M
NuIm
a hltle too quickly, however, for 11s he
I'
,,"',r
winttm f"' llllU ifK'f
IWIH
was turning it corner he collided with a
ooIiwih...
111'.'
ay
l,t
lUtKfl
little man mid overthrew him. The vic
.imiisrf-rmntim regained his feet and yelled. "You
rvpnrt ( tt.t
D '
Only n constitutional remedy can reach do that train and Til knock you into
or tnntu-n- t
an?
";
an hereditary disease like Scrofula. When
middle of next week." "My dear
Sewi-ttle'Pl.! 'l"l
c,u. t.av Th
the blood is restored to a normal condition the
lii any imr' f tliell. by Ujr
said the apologetic humorist, "do
totliair
sir,"
and the scrofulous deposits are carried off
rn tw
In the County of San Miguel,
csrrlirs. .rl"rrciiipilnUi
there is a gradual return to health. S.S.S. it by nil means. If I can get through uate
t tilrrihnn. aUi. r In tiffin,
well known as a till then without breaking I'm safe." situr'j pear San Pablo In said Counis
MONDAY EVENING, OCT. 3, 1901.
blood purifier and The originality of this reply struck the ty on the Salltoza Creek, and being
tonic-he-o- uth
tUftttrauger, who,
eud -- of
of
one-hal- f
only guaranteed ed Mark a check for the necessary land platted and surveyed by F. G.
the
of
population
Nearly
strictly vegetable amount. Chicago Chronicle.
the county Is represented by the cl'.y
Davis, C. E., April 10, 1899; Bald land
remedy solif. If you
more
have any signs of
and town of Las Vegaa. White
bounded west by land of Juan Esqul-bel- ,
MoalrlluK lu Clay.
s
Scrofula, write us
of the taxes of the
than
a
of
on the east and south by land of
has
been
the
Love
mainspring
Warehouse on Railroad Track.
aud our physicians
county Is paid by the business Interwill advise you free good ninny actions, hfkI It seems that Dlonlclo Martinez, and on the north
ests of the immediate community of
It may claim to be the first cause of by land of Jose F. Esqulbel, containThe Swift Speclfio Company, Atlanta, Ga.
artistic modeling from life. The daughLas Vegas. It is right and proper
forty (40) acres, more or less;
ter of Dlbutades the Corinthian, being ing
that the county bear a portion of the
Beginning at a point S 33 degrees
and even If war had come, tho Im on the eve of separation from her lovexpense which vrilj be liecewmirily
?5
minutes W 441 ft. distant from the
mense
loss to
and destruction of er, who was going on a distant JourIncurred in restoring to its former
m m
of T 15 N.
of sections
corner
shadow
his
his
AN INCREASED NAVY
THE BEST trade and commerce by the blockade ney, traced
profile by
channel the Galllnas river. Undoubt&
of
B.
filled up the H. 14 E. R. 15 E. of the P.
Id.
GUARANTEE OF PEACE.
would have been prevented. Merely on Ibe wall. Her. father
edly the board of county commissionoutline with clny, which he afterward New Mexico and running thence N 2
from
extracts
The
are
the
from
tho
following
monetary standpoint
ers will favor cooperation with the
and thus produced a figure of degrees 40 minutes W. 19.00 chains
utterances and quotations by Presi saving would have been Incalculable; linked,
Inter
business
the
and
town
and
the
young num. This whs about 9S5 to tho N. W. corner thence N. 87 decity
ests threatened in taking prompt dent Roosevelt which show his views and yet this would have been the 15. C, and before then the art of modgrees 20 minutes E. 11.50 chains to a
of the desirability of a largo navy
smallest part of the gain. ("Wash eling was unknown.
stepa to prevent a recurrence of the
point In the fence n the west side
heat
of
American
tht)
peace:
guarantee
ington's forgotten maxim,"
disaster of the past week.
of a public road, which is the N. E.
The Shariet Inatruinent.
We need to keep in a condition of Ideals, p. 278.)
In
Instrument
is
the
"That
"Never in the memory of the oldest preparedness, especially us regards
sharpest
corner; thence S. Cdegrees E. along
In public as In private lite, a be id
Inhabitants" Is getting to be an usu- our navy, not because we want war, front tends to insure peace and not the world, O Ibrahim, is it not?" said a the fence 11.C0 chains to a large pine-tree- ;
friend who watched Unit renowned
.thence S. 24 degrees W. nloiis
ally. common expression for it is In- but because wo desire to stand with strife. If we possess a formidable armorer
blade.
a
polish
ruIn
from
fence 4.65 chain3 to the S. E. corner;
thp
reports
variably used
those whose plea for peace la listened navy, small Is the chance Indeed that
"There Is one sharper," was the rechains
ral districts to describe the nature of to with respectful attention. (New wo shall. ever be dragged Into a war
thence S. 71 degrees
sponse,
to
of
the downpour which visited this end York, November 11, 1902.)
the
containing
beginning,
place
we
to uphold the Monroe doctrln. If
"What Is it?"
f
of the earth last week. 8x, seven
Is
Unreadiness for war
"It is a woman's tongue." said the 20 acres..
merely do not possess such a navy, war may
Beginning at a point SC2 ft. south
and eight inches are cited as the rain rendered more disastrous by readi be forced on us at any time. ("Wash- steel smith, "and could its ncuteness
iulldela
metal
the
to
be
fall
within
a space of forty-eigh- t
any
and 1096 feet west of the corner of
Imparted
ness to bluster; to talk defiance and ington's forgotten' maxim," American
would have been driven from the earth section
of T. 15 N. II. 14 K.
hours, reaching over a stretch of a advocate a vigorous policy In words, Ideals, p. 281.)
ere this."
long
B. & M. of New MexP.
15
E.
the
of
R.
country a hundred miles across.
never
while refusing to back up these
has
our
In all
history there
Allah be praised'." piously
is
"It
true,
Im
almost
if you can, the
ico; thence running westerly along
words ty deeds Is cause for humilia been a time when preparedness for
responded the friend.
: the line of
measurable volume of water which tion. It has always been true, and
property of aud known as
ar was any menace to peace. On
this means, all rushing down the can in this age it is more than ever true the
Martinez," No. 2 a disClaim
we
Nut Ortniii.
"Mining
contrary, again and again
yons and valleys in its mad race tot that it is too late to prepare for war have owed peace to the fact that we
"I suppose that picture Is one of tance of 10 foet, thence south 29 de
choicest works of art?"
the sea. Then blame no human agen- when the time for peace has passed were
grees 25 minutes E. 853 feet to the
prepared for war, and Jn the your
"I don't know for sure," answered south bank of the San Pablo Creak;
cy for the damage wrought but thank The shortsightedness or many peo only contest which we have had with
We buy Native products,
"You see, mother and
Mr. Cumrox.
said south bark
your lucky stars that the destruction pie, the
thence
Indifference to a European power since the revolualong
easterly
Hay, Grain, Iteans, Etc.
own
and
of
their
Ideas
the girls have
to property and particularly tho loss facts of others, the stfeer ignorance of tion the war of
Creek 10 f50t;
won't let me keep the price tags of said Sin Pablo
they
of life was not greater.
thence northwesterly on a line
a vast number, and the selfish reluc aud all its attendant disasters were on
Star.
to second line abovo doscrib
were
we
tance
to
fact
that
insure
future
the
to
due
danger
against
solely
THE WAY TO GET SQUARE
Now.
Same
Thru
to
not
were
ed
pladi of beginlng.
The eight or nine days intervening by present sacrifice among yet others not prepared to face, and
Bacon I see that pins have been
Mrs.
'
attack
to
an
to
obstacles
are
these
the
chief
resent,
ready Instantly
Beginning at a point 862 feet south
between ' now and the ' date for the
found among the Egyptian mummies
while
a
and
honor
and
our
1096 ft. west of the corner of
interest,
an1
carry
navy
building
up
proper
upon
Albuquerque fair make It at least pos
and In the prehistoric caves of SwitzerComplete Line of Amole Soaps Always in Stock
which
sea
at
a
out
foreign
of T. 15 N. R. 14 E
the
proper
policy
sections
I
ing
triumphs
glorious
sible that communication may be suf
suppose
land. Mr. BticonOh, jn;
forgotten ruaxiin,' redeemed that war wera due to the the fellows iu other ages bud as much R. 15 E. of the P. B. & M. of New
ficiently restored not to interfere ("Washington"
American
Ideals, p. 274.)
few preparations which we had ac- trouble getting buttons sewed on as we Mexico (as established by Ruaiei' B
of the
seriously with the success
A
should
never
nation
unless
fight
Monarch over pain. Burns, cuta,
tually made. We are a great, peace- do- .- Yonker Statesman.
Rice, County Surveyor in 1S93) which Scott's Santal-Pepsi- n
event. However, that may be, the
. of
Capsules
merchants
should
be
nation
forced
a
nation
but
it
to;
ful
always
Is the N. E. corner of the c'atra, end
word has gone out from Albuqueque
stings, instant relief. Or,
spfaiins,
Mrs. C. C. Greene, of Albuquerque,
A POSITIVE CURE Thomas' Electric OIL
that the fair will be pulled off on ready to fight. The mere fact that it and manufacturesers, of farmers and is visiting her sister-in-law- ,
running thence S. 5 degrees 30 mtn
Geo.
At uy dngMrs.
ForTnflitnmatlon or Catarrh of
utes E. 482 ft. to a point for the S. E.
schedule time. It is reasonably cer- Is ready will generally spare It the mechanics; a nation of worklngmen
In
store.
Fe.
Santa
the
Bladder
and
Illnoud
or Bailey,
HO COBS 113 TAT. Curat
corner of the claim, thence south 71
tain that connection
between
this necessity of fighting. ("Washington's who labor Incessantly with head
lukkly and permanently th
such a
to
Idle
of
talk
American
is
hand.
Ideals,
It
574
maxim,"
thence
forgotten
03
W.
minutes
ft.;
decrees
worm
caara of aonorrboa
city, and Albuquerque will be
Sam Blocker and Will Matheson
and CHeet, no matter of how
nation ever being led into a course of
S. 11 degrees 45 minutes E. 267 ft,
loo
before that time so that Las 284.)
atanding. Abaolateli
a 2(5 pound catfish, just
hiirrulcw. Sold by druggist.
The American people must elthc
wanton aggression or conflict with cornered
W.
thence S. 78 degrees 15 mtnttt-3Vegans can enjoy the fair in large
I'rce (1.00 , or by mall, poafc
WednesCarlsbad.
the
above
at
dam
of
paid, C.OO.t boxes, 12.74.
957 ft. to the S. W. corner of the
numbers and the people of this city build and maintain an adequate navy military powers by the possession
day afternoon and look It in out of
CO.
definite
?THE
or
minds
make
their
else
sufficient
navy.
("Washington's
10
a
utes
mii
5
tip
N.
thence
should take pleasure and pride in
degrees
claim;
r
m j;?T?f
a
wet
the
after
hard
gcrlmage.
V
uoMb
In
p.
to
'Ideals,
American
nciwionuiiM,
accept a secondary position
V. 719 ft. to the N. W. corner; rbecco
forgotten maxim."
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CasKie's Narrow Escape

ADDRESS

Lest Tliuvsdny, while on their way
to the fiesta ut Tuos, Mows. John
Kerr (.'aside and Citmlavius Spelkcr of
Watrous narrowly escaped drowning
la the Hlo Coyote between Gimdnltt-pitand Lucero. In crossing tin:
treacherous Arroyo Ctsneros with a
light spring wagon one of the horses
missed the landing, which, wns badly
washed out beneath t lit- mirfueo of
tho water. Mr. Casklo leaped to the
assistance of the KtruliiiK hois.',
when the wagon swung over, breaking tho pole, and dragging the two
horses Into the torrent with' Mr. fas-klbeneath them. A moment later,
when the wagon and horses wore
sucked under and dashed against the
opposite bank, he was washed out
from the wreckage and, his slicker
becoming entangled In some brush on
the nlde whore his companion was,
Mr. Speiker with difficulty dragged
him from the water in an unconscious
The bodies of the horses
condition.
were found twelve miles' down the
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Trip From Watrous
To Shoemaker

u

e

J. Lucas and R. V. Hoyt
a
strenuous
in
day yesterday makput
ing a trip from Watrous to Shoemaker and back. They left the city
on an early work train which took
them to Watrous station. At a point
aot far from the big bridge, they waded the still swollen lver, rendered
treacherous because of shifting quicksands.
They describe the havoc
in
the canyon as beyond bewrought
lief. About four miles of track is
either torn away entirely or badly
In several places wheie
undermined.
the railroad and river before disputed
the passage between the walls of the
canyon, the river now holds undisputed sway and the repair gangs have
not only to rebuild the track but also
to find some place in which to ouild
it. The bridge over the Mora near
Shoemaker is gone and the pedestrians had another chance to wade.
The major part of the Murphy k
Glass building was washed away and
the pump house and Porter house entirely destroyed.
The Johnsons who live near the
Torter place saw the old man come
to his door when 'the flood struck his
house, a light in his hand and an expression of bewilderment on his face,
He turned back into his house which
a: moment later swept from its founV.

AgeTit

dations
The gentlemen say that a considerable quantity of alfalfa was destroyed
on the Brunton ranch. The Ashley
Pond ranch, with all the buildings
except the big brick residence ruined,
presented a melancholy spectacle.
Notice,
I have
my dental office
in room 2 Center Block and will be
pleased to have those needing dental
DR. S. C. BROWN.
work call.
10-1-

dress shoe for women,
patent kid vamp, cloth top' lace. Silk
worked eyelets, Cuban heel, $3.00 at
A beautiful

Hedgecock's,

Bridge st.

Queen

Qual-

maintained that the personnel
party management or the character
democratic policies have undergone

fully
of
of

change and modification to
justify the people In entrusting the
control of their government to the
democracy.
I. think it entirely fair to Judge
Parker to say ntll, through Dyid B.
Hill and other political friends in
New
York, he became an avowed
candidate for the democratic nomination for. the Presidency, the country knew nothing and had no opportunity to know anything of him beyond
th fact that he had filled the office
of chairman of the New York State
Democratic Committee; had conducted the campaign that resulted in the
election of Mr. Hill as governor of
New Yoik, and that subsequently he
became Chief Judge of his State,
which position he seems to have creditably filled.
The people of the United States,
though, naturally anxious, in view of
his candidacy, to know Judge Parkers views upon national policies, were
unable to gain any information beyond what his vote had indicated in
elections. Judge
former national
Parker adopted a very unusual and
curious policy of silence concerning
public questions, which was. unbroken until the day following his nomination and after the convention had begun to disintegrate. He then proclaimed his belief that the gold' money
standard had been irrevocably fixed
(as, indeed, it had been by republican
legislation In spite of almost unanimous democratic opposition), and
that he would act accordingly, if elected.

'

his

supporters
ity.
throughout the land that this
NOTICE Party with $2,000 can first expression of Judge Parkr marklearn of exceptional good opportunity ed him as a statesman of superior
to invest in permanent Las Vegas mould and' heroic courage, and they
enterprise by addressing G. this of- have been exceedingly tenacious of
Immediately

10-2-

fice.

'

10-2-

Notice is hereby given that the
Blue Stone Copper company will not
be responsible for any debts contracted In the name of said company, unless authorized by the the secretary,
M. E. Woodling.
When doctors fail, try Burdock
Blood Bitters. Cures dyspepsia, constipation; invigorates the whole sys-

tem.

this view and sensitive of Its criticism.
Now, without in any way eekiug
to put this matter in any other than
its true light under the facts, and
without, the slightest desire to question the truth of Judge Parker's utterance as to the irrevocability of the
gold standard so long as the republl-golstandard remains in ower, or his
wisdom In making it, I do not think
the facts, whii h I sail not repeat, justify such an extravagant charaeerl-zatioof the motive and nature of
his performance, j
When the St. I.onis convention was
ready to receive noiiiinations Judge
Parker's silence was unbroken, he
long, long struggle over the money
plank, the one virl to the democracy,
in view of its past, had developed
statement
but t
the
nothing
of his next friend. David B. Hill, that
he did not know where Judge Parker
stood on that question, and eventuated in the deliberate resolve of the
convention that the democratic party
did nor owe it, to the American peo-le- .
to give them any more
than it had received from its prospective candidate, that cither he or the
party had repented of their past folly or mant to ftand for the people's
verdict for sound money.
repeated
The question was now narrowed down
to this, would Judge Parker accept
the platform's polio of silence. He
wisely acoopted better advice than
had theretofore guided hfm and derided he would speak.
I am not questioning the wisdom of
Judge Parker's decision from the
standpoint of his own interest, nor,
indewi. from the ttandpolnt of the
interest of his party, for I am sure
n

LOST A gold bracelet, engraved
one side, plain on other, with small
lock; return to Plaza Hotel; reward.
10-1-

One of nature's remeJris:

ranrot

harm; never fails to cure summer
Fowcomplaints of young or old. D".
ler's Extract of Wild Strawlcrrr- Hotel La Pension can accommodate
two or three more day boarders. Rates
on application.
Flood sale of meat now on at Ev
orett's Bridge Street market; must
be sold quickly, therefore will be sold
cheaply.
Telephone, or end in your

orders.
Woman's shoe for fall wear Kibo
Kid, Lace, Medium Pat Tip toe; Welt
sole, Cuban heel. Queen Quality, $3.
at Hedgecock's, Bridge street 1022
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(Continued from Pago Three.)
aectmlance with common knowledge
land the pichideiu's was not. In oilier
words, the question of tho existence
of eoiiMimtlonul power is to be deter-mined by the discretion with which
i' is exercised.
This Is a curious
henry,
Neither do l understand how the
fact that congress saw fit to give a
service pension to Mexican veterans
when ihey reached the age or rixty-twthrows any liirht on the president's power to use tho lights of
o to help him to ascertain the
fact of total or partial disability under a law which does not give a service pension at any Bare but a disability pension, regardless of age.
I
think, however, that Is nil beside
the question now np for tho people's deeirlon. It Is not only the ze-i- l
and fidelity of Individuals with which
the people are now concerned, but
the
which . those
in
cnf
The
virtues
manifested.
are
conscienman in
as
were
g'iny
as the
tiously attached to their cau-men in blue. Tho danger to the country was the seriousness of their mistaken convictions.
We have the authority of the gentleman who put Judge Parker in nomination that no man is greater than his
party and no party greater than its
principles, and it cannot be success-
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have been to the party's
great advantage to have frankly acknowledged the wisdom of the established republican
policy of ound
money, as they have been reluctantly
compelled to do in respect to other
policies of the republican party time
and time again.
There has been plenty of democratic heroism manifested upon this ques-tio- n
of sound money, but It was by
the heroes of .'915 and 1900, who preferred rather to be right than regular.
I would like to conclude with a
word relative to the money question.
Futile attempts are now being
made to show that the republican
party Is not justly entitled to the
oredlt of establishing by law the
present
lolIcy of tho
Thfct Is sought to be
government.
proven by reference to party declarations preceding 1S96 and by reference to legislation enacted during
the dominance of the republican party
bearing more or less upon the sub
The
ject.
republican
party
is denounced for the Sherman Purchasing Act, and Mr. Cleveland is
now highly commended for securing
Its repeal.
Now the facts are these. There
was great difference of opinion in
the Judgment of the leaders of both
parties upon the question of our
money standard. Both partjies had
declared for sdlver coinage at different times prior to 189G. The bet
minds of the country were busy with
the problem and the business of the
country was constantly feeling the
disturbing effects of the want of a
sound and fixed policy. Like all important issues which materially affect national presperlty, it was gradually evolved and became gradually
understood. The minds of some
were more swift to grasp the situation in its political generalizations
and economic details than the minds
of others. However, by 1896 the
questions Involved became o generally understood and their bearing upon
the public welfare so thoroughly ap
preciated that the people demanded
a declaration of the parties upon
the vital question of what should be
the foundation
upon which our
money should rest. In othon words
the people demanded to know if they
sold a day's labor or a bushel f pro
duce what the token called a dollar
represented which toy were bound
by law to take in payment.
The republican party replied that it
should represent a dollar In gold and
nothing else, thereby making its value
fixed a"d certain.
The democratic party replied that
the dollar should rest upon a double
standard gold and silver and that
the law should provide that silver
should be freely coined in unlimited
amounts and its value, Irrespective
of tho supply of other metals, should
be as to gold sixteen to one.
Upon this Issue the parties went
would

Viound-rnone-

to the

Klttvnrtti.- - I.Ttruot

country

and. President

Mc-Kinl-

was triumphantly elected.
Tens
of thousands of conscientious
;
and Intelligent democrat contributed
their influence and vote to bring
about thi result. They were men
who regarded duty to their country

superior to duty

to,

any organization
its borders. They
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Ail persons having accounts with
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city water Is murky, drink Macbeth
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For
water, fresh, clear rirl pure.
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at P. Roth's.

U. If. ADAMS, Manager,

Gehrlng Is sote agent for the Ideal
and Sampson steel windmills and there
4
are none better.
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FOR RRNT The Wooster house.
Partly furnished. Apply H. S. Woos-ter- ,
City Hall.

Greatest Lace Bargains
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New Mexico Arizona and Northwest Texas,
PHOENIX, ARIZONA

Perry Onion

Ring up No. 6, either 'phone, for You'll hate a chance to buy
baggage, express and all kinds of dray
Hiititlsome line irimmiiitf luces and
work. Office No. 621
Sixth street,
Mrs. M. J. Wood's news Btand. Las insertions, nent fliiinty patterns, 5 or 0
different, widths, up to II inches wide.
Vegas transfer, M. M. McSehooler,
Plenty of 8c, 10c and 12!s'c
manager.
values. There tire ;l,5tX) yards

will buy your

HE DUNCAN

or store your

t

Sale price per yard

New FALL GOODS are being
Received Daily

F. P, WARING, Manager.

Misses Sweaters,

Marie FouotsiinTheatre

Children's Sweaters,
Ice Wool Circular Shawls,
Shetland Floss Circular Shawls,
Huster Itrown Collars,
Ladies' Crushed Velvet Holts in
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Peter Thompson Kfl'ect Ladies'
Rolls,
Knit Corset Cover.
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at iroiu ii.w up.

Special prloei on Wool and Granite Ruga.
Everything at greatly reduced prleea for oua

THE TKINIDhD

the manufacturers.

,

rlgerstur for

.UU

Big Carpet Department

Gentry Bros.

'

Bed fiir

Full Line

Vegaa.

CUT LKIt.
ii't

Iron Bed - for.....

Koldlnjr
to w Uef

IA1.

For beautiful Art Souvenir

We are just in receipt of an
immense line of carpets and
rugs in all sizes, direct from

The wiulflN largest, grandest
best animal circus.

FOR ONE VJEEIU

118 .00

CUTLER'S,
MUS.

O" Store

Drldco Oi. Old Town.

ofhVe.

mom ouit

(ilLM riXH NOYKITV

2nd

ui

OI'i:MN(l I'LAV

Matinee SATURDAY.

BARTOrJ

Harvey's in September.

Fare Each Way, $ 1 .00

Passenger Hack.
Until further notice the public hack
will run continuously from Murphey's
corner to Ilfeld's, Rosenwald's and
Davis & Sydes.' on the plaza. Fare,
10 cents each way. Clay &. Rogers.
Cross-Tow-

BAND AND ORCHESTRA.

A

& FUEL CO.

Ladles' Sweaters,

COMING
FOR QUE WEEK
COMMENCING MON
DAY, OCT. 3.

20

LIGHT

GOODS
GOODS

1--

3

LAS VEGAS

For flJiO Granite Art

t

W, K. Anderson,

1

'resident.'

(K.sttfllillshed WsS.)
I'upiU over 13 years old taken.
Boarrf mnd Roqm ml Com.
Depsrtmnnis : Ktiglish " Propnntti try,

ltul-net-

Hhorthaud, Typewriting, Sclentiflo
Clerkship. Telegraphy, Advertising
and Employment Bureau. Frt:e to pupils.
College building, tine St.. Trinidad. .)1o.

Vc.

.

502 SIXTH STREET.
I ..PARLOR

BARBER SHOP..
CENTER STREET- -

.. FIRST

CLASS

WORKMEN

0. L. OREOOtY.

rW:

Will positively exhibit in Las CI (LQ For 15.25 Granite Art
foot.
Vegas, day and night, rain or PO.UO 84,UHroi,) si,, o
under
water
shine,
absolutely
C A if For IU.0O Granite Art
proof canvass
size 9 x 12 feet

Never Rains But it Pours.

Wednesday, Oct Cth

Roofs

rt

1S
r 2S

1IIP

contained within
were democrats and sons of democrats who fought and voted against
Handsome Cduutcd Poniti
the declaration of the democratic
Brtd Dv
171 1 1 K
,n,cicnt
party In 18(14. that the war for the III U 1 1 LComkil Monkfyi.Apti.Bahooni
preservation of the Union was a Than all other idiow combined.
failure.
The men who voted for the silver
A herd of cute Baby Elephants
heresy in 1835 may have done so not
comprehending its radical vice. The
man who votl for it again in 1900 did SlltLKIAN t'AMLLS, LILLI'ATTLK,
so. either avowing that he preferred PUTIAN
S.
A NT
the success of his party to the wel- ZLIIItAS, ,MI I,I
fare of his country, or confessing his
inability to comprehend the bearings SCC KiUtiuirit's l.y:d Troon ,f
anese Acrolmts, Motik Diavji) L'X
of a comparatively Pimple economic
the Loop on h iiicycle.
problem.
As t said In the beginning, the peo A veritithlf fairy Im l of new, unique
Hnd novel feHtim' surprises
ple are now engaged In the solemn '
this yar ! !
business of considering where Iheyj
.
, ,
,.
Fnau ciimtpp. in my jtiagment, tney. DON'T fail t uilne
the trraiitl
will rho!
Street I'iirsnleat Kla.m.
widely, because the rea
day.
(Continued on Page 6.)

IIAnrr

sacki;i

ON-KIIV-

Jp.

uli

sjutires,

sntiares, size Vx l.'t'j feet.
For
(!a"it,, Art
t7-5(-

and Gutters

Ready.

Get
S,

n waBamaaaaBaBiBawaBi

)

siiuiires, size 9 x

15

PATTY, Bridge Street, Does Gal--

feet,

Tor One (1; Week Only

vanized Roofing and Spouting In

Rosenthal Furniture Comp'y
DUNCAN
Next to Post Offict.

.

BLOOK.
Lai

V,

the Best Manner.

CALL HIM.

.(ri..ni
N. M.

WE ARE READY TO SERVE

Cravenelte"

you at a moment's notice with aa
choice a roast of beef as can be found.

Thomp son
Hardware

Company

For ladies' er gentlemen's suits
or ra'.a coat. It is rain proof
lut iorous to air. Large variety

Anything in the way of roast meats
in season are always on hand.

showu by

RUSSELL,

You will be satisfied with the roast
meats because they are ns choice as
choice can be. You won't grumble
at the price, because the price will
Z
always be to suit you.

T. T. TURNER

:

THE TAILOR

Colorado Phone No. 89,

fi

Delicious

Dread and Pastries
Pom

I wm. OAASOM.

71

.1.

WafAMtaf

Mwm.

S
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Monday i:vi:m.(, OCT.
Testimony of a Minlter.
itev, J no, s. ("ox, of Wake, Ark.,
writes, "For 2 years I suffered from

Telegraphic Brevities.,
St. V'tiMli!f,

I'rinci' Mirsky, mv minister of
the Interior, has selected Prince Bolenskv to he one i his
chief Lieutenants. Five torpedo Ik at destroyer have 1ecn ordered prejiar d to join the Haltic licet at Reval. October
which is considered a sure indication that the fleet will not
sail before that time.
I

SENATOR KNOX
.(Continued From I'hko Five.)
a choice
son whMt should
conclusive.
and
i
are clear
The people know the pant of the
two contained parties. Tltoy know
the policies for which they Mnnd.
Tbey know the elfeci upon I ho country's welfare of administration under
the Uiftirelil policies. They know
the dlfferenco hetween experience
In
and incxperleiico
public men.
They know the potency of lnfluonco
with Inexperienced public
rvants,
and thpy know how to nyrnpiithljsf
.with, hut avoid, a reputable candidate
whose political intimacies nro nolo- riotisdy bad.
Peonage.
The extent 10 which the criminal
nppmitdou of Ignorant ttesnx's was
practiced In parts of the South and
the effort and success of the government in breaking It up through
under the peonage statutes
la an Interesting and Important chapter In the history of the Roosevelt administration which deserves' tji be
more generally known.
The successful prosecution ever
under the peonage laws of
the United States outside of the territory of New Mexico, where It was
practiced many year bko by the Mex
icans, waa begun In the year 1901.
Since when, through the vigilance
' of the regular and apeclally engaged
officers of the government, many In- dlctmentjj and convictions have been
secured.
The result obtained by these pre
'serutlon may be best stated In tho
words of a United States Judge In a
letter 'recommending the pardon of
one of the offenders.
He aid: "The question of pardon
may, therefore, be properly considered
now solely as regards its effect upon
the administration of Justice and tho
public welfare. The law has been
thoroughly vindicated, 'and the evil
against which It was directed, In
then .communities, has- been comcrushed. Connivance
pletely
with
the abuses of corrupt , magistrates in
that locality, in the exercise of the
power to hire out offenders for payment of fine and coats on conviction
for mall and often sham offenses,
in order to creap profit for the hirer,
has been thoroughly exposed and
broken up. It has met the
hearty
of the great mass of tho
people In all walks "of life. The example has been all sufficient to de
ter others from like offenses in the
future."
These cases are cited to show thai
no citizen of the United State Is bo
humble as to have bad bis righU
overlooked
under this admlntatra'
tlon, nor have any been bo great and
powerful as to have been permitted
to defy the law, as I shall now proceed to show.
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Anti-Tru-

Act.

true that no government litigation for many years has
been more Important to the people
of the United States, or possessed of
greater Interest, than the cults to
enforce the laws which Congress has
passed to protect trade and commerce
against unlawful restraints and monopolies and to keep tho great highways and agencies of Interstate Commerce open to the use of all upon
Is probably

equal .tfprms.
It will not Im pwdlde for me now
to do more than glv a general statement of these cascx. The policy of
tho administration In recpect to these
suite, their "effect upon the material
and other interest of the country,
I hope I may have the
opportunity to
discuss another time during this campaign.
The situation s, to the law when
the present administration came into
power was this. The Supreme Court
had decided that the
t
Act
did not apply to combination formed
to control the inHtrumentallties, of
production, because production
is
not commerce, and that this Is the
law
hi!gh the products of
those instrumentalities nurd Into
and became part of interstate commerce, for the reason that the effect
of the combination upon such commerce was indirect and remote.
The court, however, had decided
in a notable railroad case that a combination between several Independent railroad rompnnie to maintain
rate was prohibited by the law, and
when a new device was employ.,! to
defeat this decision the court weut
a step further and held that It was
rufficlent to le!ns a combination
within the prohibition of the Jaw if
it had the power to regulate rales
whr-the-r
It exercised the power or
not.
In this condition of settled law it
would
'm to the average man that
tho resources 'of ingenuity had been
exhausted alor.e the line .of efforts
lo evade th provisions of the sfatu'o.
Not (so, however. In the au'timn of
Ant-Trus-

If-

-

'It

"i

5

King George Better.
Dresden, Oct.

Drill

.

Dflu Id

painful back.
A lame, a weak, an itching back
Telia of yonr klJney Ilia.
Backache
the kidneys' warning.
Cure tvery kidney 111 from
Common backache to diabetes.

leor'e, who was s ill Wednesday that family assembled at I'illnitz, has recovered in .astrm- -

1

DOAN'S
KIDNEY PILLS
Mr. A. L. Damns, of 413 North Main
avenue, engineer at the Scranton Electric Lighting station, Scranton, Pa.,
taya: "I Injured my back by a fail,
and It affected my kidneys.
There
was severe pain In the loins, accompanied with Irregularity of the secretions. They were highly coloretTand
contained sediment. I got Doan's Kidney Pills at a drug store, and they entirely relieved the pain and regulated
the secretions. I believe Doan's Kidney Pills are fully up to representation, and I will reply to any one questioning this statement and enclosing
stamps, corroborating It la every detail."
For sal by all druggists; CO cents
Co., Buffalo,
per box. Foster-Mllbur- n
N. Y.

forth the device of the holding company which
waa detdguuied to effect that which
the court had declared to bo ineffective when accomplished
by other
means, and behind which lay the gigantic conception in the mind of its
creators of bringing all foreign and
domestic commerce within' the control of a single group of men.
Its first manifestation was In the
Northern Securi ties Company., J low
that company organised iu New Jersey by three persons who subscribed
to $30,000.00 of Block and obtaltied
the power from the state to istsue
1399,970,000.00 more Block for anything they mw fit, and how, by a
series of exchanges of certificates,
the Northern Securities Company became the custodian of 9G per cent,
of the Northern Railroad shares, and
80 per cent, of the Great Northern
shares, and, through these, all of the
Burlington Railroad shares are- - matters now of common knowledge.
It la also a matter of common knowledge that Theodore Roosevelt, when
advised that this device was a violation of the law of the United States,
with that unflinching courage and
promptness which have always characterized him when confronted with
a duty, directed that the question be
submitted forwith to the arbitrament
of the law.
It does not seem to have occurred
to the President at the tftne he was
considering the question of his duty
In
that great emergency, although
threatened with political annihilation,
warned of dreadful consequence
and
cajoled by weak friends, that, (to
borrow Judge Parker's language in
promising not again to be a candidate
if elected) ho was placed in "a situation of possible temptation to consider what the effect of action taken
by him might have mum h'u political
fortunes."
The result of the action taken by the
In that case
well
government
known. It wilt be an unhappy day
for the American people it its Su
preme Court is ever so constituted
that the view will prevail that the
states may by any such mejhods pa?
over to any combination of Individuals the power to regulate Interstate
commerce lodged by the constitution

there

1001

waB brought

&

In

Congtes.
Rood Word

A

Fr

Apollo.
D'Auber remarked
that our Itobert whs like a yotmtf
Apollo. Mr. 1'opley- - Oh, (lint's the way
with those art lata, 'They're always try
ing to ntaki people rlilnk well of those
old classleiil heroes.
Philadelphia
Mrs.

I'opley-M- r.

Prei.

Looking I'omnni.

must cveiwe the beef," itpol- OKiged the liiudLiilv.
"The butcher
Letter tiMilori'.iW."
promises to
'Ah:-- ' muttered I'itzuohler.
"We fitf
all etiieied i'.r the liitur ty
its
If wen',"
"Yotl

wl,a
the

s--

hi

Washington, Oct. 2. Postmaster (leneral
slightly improved, but his condi'ion is still yrave.

Jasp Stilt Pouring Across

St. Petersburg. Oct.

V

Payne

is

Taitsc.

(leneral Sakharoff reports the
Japanese are still pouring across Taitse river at Uensihu,
thirty miles northeast of Liao Yanr. He said Chinese bandits are v ith the Japanese on Liao side of the railroad.
2.

angle of the old rambling house, which
still remained standing, a faint cry
was suddenly heard. With bare hands
the party attacked the "adobeTwall
furtherest
from the rushing water
When at last they had made an opening an appalling sight met their eyes.
Huddled together on a table which
had been raised to the highest part
of the dome-lik- e
roof, lay five bodies,
Heroic Deeds of Men Who
consisting of Mr. and Mrs. Stephens
and their three children. The water
Risked Their Lires to Nave
had just reached to a little above the
the Endangered Ones
level of the table, and the roof had
fallen in upon them, so that all were
tightly pinched down. Two of the
a little lower than the rest,
children,
WISDOM
OF WALTER LYMAN, were
drowned; the mother was taken out in a dying condition, while the
father and one little hoy have a good
chance of recovery.
Wat runs, N. M., Oct. 2, 1004
to
Tho Optic:
Special
Ruin at the Park.
Tho aftermath of the flood finds
people in this community for the
One of the most recretable
moat part in a very thankful frame of
in connection with the
features,
mind. Tho dcHtructioh of property
he Hoods was the havoc
la great and the lorn of life moat
lamentable, but those who know the wrought in the beautiful woodlay of tho land best feel that a slight land park which joins the fair
additional weight would have turned "rounds. The Gallinas changtho balance so that both would have ed its course 3ml
poured a volbeen Immeauurably Increased.
ume of water eight feet deep
To Walter Lyman tho community and more
than a hundred feet
owea a great debt of thanks. On
wide through the middle of
afternoon
when others
Thurwlay
the park. The stone work
scoffed at the. idea of there being
more than an ordinary freshet Mr. was torn away, the pavilion
trees
layman kept protesting that mora destroyed, many fruit
rain was falling at the head waters torn up by the roots, the lake
and along the courses of the two embarkments washed out and
streams which meet just below the the roads and paths almost
town, than anyone had ever seen be- obliterated.
The loss i estifore and as towards evening the rain mated in figures at $1,500.
It
fall increased he became more cer- is feared also that it will le
tain In his forebodings. I.ater he de- difficult to make- the
parlc as
cided not to go to bed and all night
beautiful
as
lefore.
long watched the two rivers so that
when the great additional rush of
The two telephone companwater came at about half past two
he was the first to be aware of Its ies of the city are heavy losers.
approach and quickly aroused every- The west side cable of the
one in town, to the everlasting graColorado was broken and many
titude of many.
Had the Sapello
river succeeded in making a break jtoles went out. The loss in
the town to the telephone comin the railway grade south of the
town, as it tried valiantly to do, there pany is estimated at 12 000.
would hardly be a house standing to- The Mora and VVatrous and
Trinidad toll lines are badly
day.
When news came of the dire dis- damaged.
The loss in town
tress or the people living at the old of the Las Vegas
company is
Moore place below town most of the
at
$1,000.
placed
danger to the town itself had passed
so that a relief parly was soon formUSE ALLEN'S FOOT EASE
ed. On arriving there a terrible picA powder to be shaken Into the
ture met their eyes. Tho house it- shoes . Your feet feel
swollen, nervself was a mass ,f wreckage. Out- ous and damp, and get tired easily.
side the house on a high siono coping If you have aching feet, try Allen's
.
It rests the feet and
which fortunately withstood the flood Foot-Easenew or tight shoes easy. Cures
makes
were crouched Mr. and Mrs. Keyes.
aching, swollen, sweating feet, blistWhen these were brought to safety ers and callous spots.
Relieves Chilthe party came to Mr. Louis Brown blains, corns and bunions of ail palt.
who had succeeded In a most astonish and gives rest and comfort.
Try It
SolJ
'today.
25c
all
by
Druggists,
Ing manner-iwife
and Don't
getting his
Trial
accept any substitute.
children upon the roof of the house
package Free. Address Alen S. Olmand when that began to fall, Into the sted, LeRoy, N. Y.
erotcch of a cottonwood tree. With
Miss Ethel Little of Carlsbad, has
great presence of mind he tore up
blankets and made a rope which he been very sick.
threw over a projecting limb of the
o
tree and then tied around one of the
Danger in Fall Colds.
Over
this treacherous
chlmaeys.
Fall colds are liable to hang on all
bridge he succeeded in getting his winter leaving the seeds of pneumo
wife nd children, with the flood run- nia, bronchitis or
consumption. Foning like a race underneath. Dressed ley's Honey and Tar cures a.uicUy
only In their night clothes one can and prevents serious results. It is old
imagine the horror of the long hours and reliable, tried and tested, sate and
before help came.
flut the rescue sure, contains no opiates and will not
work was not yet done.
From an constipate. Depot Drug Store.
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$25.00 to CALIFORNIA
Colonist Excursions Daily
Ycu

can trzvc! comfortably
Sleeping Cars,

Tourist

TICKETS' ON SALE UNTIL OCTOBER 15th
V.

V

.sud-

Postmaster Genrcal Very III
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atn MclkMial.l, Hi the Seivfi M'u- -j
t. l!o!ii,t:t ia a
welt last
T
week as i;r.
's lf ;i.e l:..Kt
:iU).v won in that Kve'i.r bt;' a
'i.
poo! fl'i has be'T.

distil,

(

London. Oct. 1. Sir William Vernon Ilaroairt died
denly in Loudon this morning.

e;it when t'ted nn l d in t wurk
It N it tit?.i!o
work
tt'it hi a t'.t rendition .bad for
.r'i Mf'd w.eve f..r u
t!i-.i-

Kin--

English Leader Dies

In't

when

1.

1shinr manner.

A

,

d

Oct.. 2.

J, Lucas,

Agent,

Yellow Jiiutuliee. I consulted a Mini-be- r
of physicians and tried all sorts
of medicines, but. got. no relief, Then
I began the
tio i Hlectrlc Hittersa
am now cured of
and feel i h n t
disease tliut hud me In Ha grasp for
12 years," if you want a reliable
medicine for Liver ami Kidney trouble, stomach disorder or general debility, get Klectrlc Hitters. It's guaranteed by all druggists. Only 5ic
1

W. V. Jiluck, superintendent of
the Postal Telegraph Cable company,
with headquarters at Denver, Colo., is
in Albiniueniuo,

CLASSIFIED

1901.

r
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opportunity.

limiwul MiT.Hi.til.. Infliio In en,, of tin'
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l!itl!r,nl trie kawe cIih to
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Hinomit
eoiint' v.
will
trtlmturyVerv
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ARCHITECTS.
HOLT & HOLT,

Architects and Civil Engineer.
Maps aad surveys made, buildings
tiuiu'ht !y md construction work of all kind!
hum,., Urju
banned and superintended. Offlc.
Montoya Building, Plaza, Las Vegas
Phone 04.
.

Oil,

unit

Wnti-- r

Mi

l.tll Mrecl

K.

the guest of Mana-

Coinr Piimoiiu,
l;oultont, at, lu r

WANTED.

ger Creegan, of the local office.

3,

w

T
ANTKI) A w:iitiva nt tin' Murldian. toll
INSTRUCTION.
oiiiirmiu avenue.
iu
Cures Chills and Fever.
'
AX't'KU
Kietter's
ire.-III
n
i
Ladies'
(1. W. Writt, Nacogodohes, Texas,
litiitivi)
thin
Speetnl
Tailoring CollegS
! nniiity iiiui ailjiiiniinf temtnrit",, to
hays: "His daughter had chills und
will teach ladles how to take measiidvertUe un old
fever for three years; he could not
uNohd (lniinciiil utiin'iinu. Siilurv
ww. Kly, with KnpentiK
ures, draft, "cut and make their ow
inlviiiji:il eiieh
flnj, anything that would help her till f.'l
ly check Unvt fioin lien "(iiarterx.
he used Herblne. His wife will not Moinlny
of all kinds. Satisfaction
Iloi"" iiti.t titiitify fuinl-higarments
nhi'ii net'CKMiry ;
keep lioti.so without it, and cannot lHMltlnti pcriimiiHiit. A'JiireM Hlew IIiuh. Sc guaranteed
CIS Twelfth St.
Iii
Mi.
On..
lien hlilK,, ChK'SKU, HI.
j.t. A,
say too much for it." 50c a bottlo.
IMS
For sal.) by O, G. Scbaefer.
STENOGRAPHER.
!T A S'l'KIJ-- A
woman an housekeeper with
V
Some expefleinet' ax nurse. Jnijuiretit
George F. Albright returned t0 AlW.
H.
Unglcs, stenographer and
i)iTIUli'ii Avenue.
buquerque, from a two weeks fishing
typewriter, room No. 6, Crocott
FOR RENT.
trip along the Pecos river.
block, Las Vegas.
and
Deposition
public.
ooteiy
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
roorn house furnished
$15.00
Office telephone,
Tablets... Unequalled for
Colorado No. 33;
5- - room
hou-e- ,
modern, on 8ih St..J15 Residence
Colorado No, 236
telephone,
Mr. A. H. Kane, a prominent drug- "rooms and bath, Railroad ave. ..$15
6of
Baxter Springs, Kansas, says: rooma and bath, Main St.,,
gist
$25
OSTEOPATH.
"Chamberlalnfa Isloinarli and Liver Store building at 419 Railroad ave.,
Tablets are, in my judgement, the
most superior preparation of any- Bowling alleys for sale or rent cheap. Dr. Emma Purnell, Physician. Office,
thing in use today for constipation. Rosenthal hall for entertainments.
Olney block.
Hours, 9 to 12; 1:30
They are sure in action and with no Bargains residence property for sale
to 4. Phones, Las Vegas 41; Colotendency to nauseate or gripe. For
' Estate nd Investment
rado, 175. Sunday hours by appointMflflRr"
saleliyAlL. druggists.
iriUVnr., Co. 625 Doul Avenue.
ment.
o
Picnic bams at lowest possible price
at Everett's
DENTISTS.
pott KENT Two niCBly furnished rooms
with hiith with or without board. Mrs.
J A. Grief, M 10th screut.
Dr. C L. Hammond, Dentist, tue
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
KENT South furnlahed rooms with ceasar to Dr. Decker, rooms suit No.
JfOU
No.
Homestead Entry
4944.
modnrn conveniences. No elok people I. Crockett block. Offlc houra 9
910 4th 8t.
1J and 1:30 to 6:09. L. v. 'Pftona 2St,
Department of the Interior, land allowed.
Colo. 116.
office at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Sept.
FOR 8ALE.
6, 1904.
ATTORNEYS.
Notice is hereby given that the fol- UOR RKNT Furnished room, Kood location,
eleotrlo light, porcelain bath and furn-ncP
Gaoras H. Hunker. Attarnav a law.
heal. Fricfi reanonable. 1113 Douglas ave.
lowing named settler has filed notice
9.10V
Office, Veeder block, Lac Vegas, N.
of his Intention to make final proof
U.
19.tf
in support of his claim, and that said L"VR MALE A. No. 1 milch cow; thorougb-led .lersey, fresh two week. Van be
George p. Money Attorney-At-Laproof will be made before the Regis- keen uiornliiif and eveiiiuif at 10(15 Sixth street.
ana
Moure
Kenl
Kstute
nnd
Investiiicnt
United States
company.
or
ter
Receiver at Santa Fe, N. M.,
lilltt
Office in Olney building, Sast
on October 20, 1904, viz:
L OR SALK A Krnnklin Typewriter, nearly ..its Vegaa, N. M.
JESUS GUTIERREZ,
J
new. iu fiist 1h.s condition, a
tj
for the NVV4, Sec. 10, T. 16 X., R. in.ii'hine, orlirituiIlT Costing iOiKI. Will be
frank 6pringer, Attorney-At-Law- ,
sold nt a harden. I have no use for it. Inquire
-- i
13 E.
iiace in crocKett building, East
of W E. Tht'twher at the Optic.
lie names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upCIVIL ENGINEERS SURVEYORS
E. V. Long, Attorney-At-LOffice
G. A. COLLINS,
on ejid cultivation of said land, viz.:
a Wyruan block, East Im Vegas
Civil
Plutarco Armijo, of Rowe, N. M.;
and Irrigation Engineer,
Abelino Garcia, of Rowe, N. M.;
Surveying and Mapping.
SOCIETIES.
Estimates Furnished.
Armijo, of Rowe, N. M.; Darlo
112 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.
Montoya, of Rowe, N. M.
O d. K, Lai vegan
io ige No. 4
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
vHi
rneib
All kinds of camping outfits at
j iioniiuj nvL,kng at then
aau Jsiitn ueet. All asiiint breu
Gehring's.
arw curatiJiy invlioa U) atteno.
wir
M.
W.
Map of City of Las Vega.
Lewis, N. G.; E. L, Hamond.
What Are They?
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liv- V. G.; T M. Elwood, Sec; W. E
Every business honso ought to have
a map of the city.
Fine colored er Tablets. A new remedy for stom- jCrites, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,
map, enamel finish, canvas mounted, ach troubles, biliousness, and cons- ctmetery trustee.
and a good one. Price 25
for sale at Optic office, each One Dol- tipation,
cents. For sale by all druggists.
8. P. O. E., Meet First And Third
lar. ($1.00).
tburtaay evenings, each month, at
R. L Juilkin came in to Carlsbad 3ixrh
street lodge room.
Vtaltlng
For Sale A good twoseat spring from Chicago last week to look afteJ troinem cordially
ivUed.
EUSEBIO CHACON. Exalted Ruler
14.
wagon at F. Gehrings
things at the Blue Spring ranch.
T.
. BLAUVELT. Sec.
(Homesteady Entry No. 8038.)
Cause of Lockjaw.
Lockjaw, or tetanus, is caused by Chapman Lodge No, 2, A. F. 4 A. M.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
a bacillus or germ which exists plenRegular communications 1st and 3rd
Department of the Interior, Land Of- tifully in street dirt. It is Inactive
In each month. Visiting
Thursdays
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 31, so long as exposed to the air, but brother
1L
Invited.
R.
cordially
when carried beneath the skin, as In
1904.
W.
Spor-ledeCharles
Willlama,
H.
M.;
the wounds caused by percussion
Notice is hereby given that the fol- caps or by rusty nails, and when the
Secretary.
air is excluded the germ Is roused to
lowing named settler has filed notice activity and produces the most virRebekah Lodge, I. o. O. F Meets
of his intention to maxe final proof ulent poison known. These germs tecond and fourtb
Thursday evenings
be destroyed and ail danger of
In support of his claim, and that said may
lockjaw avoided by applying Cham- of each month at the 1. O. O. F hall
proof will be made before United berlain's Pain Balm freely a3 soon Un. Lizzie F. Dailey, N. G.; Miss Julia
States Court Commission at Las Ve as the Injury Is received. Pain Balm Leyster, V. O.; Mrs. A. J.
Werta, Sec.;
Is an antiseptic and causes such ingas. N. M., on October 17, 1904, viz.:
to heal without maturatiori and Mrs. Sofle Anderson, Treas.
juries
Abran Montoya, for the lot 1, section in one-thirthe time required by the
7; lot 1, section 18; lot 1, section 17; usual treatment." For sale by all j Eastern Star, Regular Communiea- I
Con second and fourth Thursday evendruggists.
township 18 north, range 15 east.
tngs of each nionta. All visiting broth-- I
He names the following witnesses
rs and sisters are ooniintiv invitat
to prove his continuous residence upI Mrs.
H. Risch, worthy matron;
on and cultivation of said land, viz:
tamest Browne: W. P.; Mrs. Emma
Jose E. Aragon, of Sapello, N. M.
Benedict. Sec.; Mrs. U. A. Howell.
Fe Branch
Tread.
Cruz Roybal, of Sapello, N. M.
Manuel Sena, of Sapello, N. M. .
Time Tb! No. 71.
REDMEN
meet
In
Fraternal
Francisco Varela, of Sapello, N. M.
KlTecMvn Vedmdav Aurtl 1. 1B03.1
Brotherhood , hall
tee
second
MANUEL R. OTERO,
nd
fourth
Thursday
sleep
KAST BOCNO
WKST BOUND of each moon
Register.
at tbe Seventh Run and
.
No.
Miles No. 4SS
927 9:0i a m.. !.T....B:inti. he.. .r..
6: JO p m 30th Breath.
Visiting chiefs always
1:00 a m..t-3 W p m
..EspanoU .Ar. 34
11:05 p m..Lv....Emtiilo..Ar..M..-.- . l:(ttp m welcome to the Wigwam of
Win. M.
It's folly to suffer from that hor- i 40 p m..Lv.Trt I'tciiras.Ar. W.... 10:05 tc
C.
6:31 p ui..Lv. .Anbmilo .Ar.125 ... 7:35 to Lewis, Sachem; Thas.
LIpsoo,
rible plague of the night, itching piles. S:50 p m..tv...Alan.os:t .. Ar 153 6:10 a m Chief
of Records.
.1:37
9T
S:OSm..IiV
am
.Doan's Ointment cures, quickly t.nd 7:15 m
...Pjohlo...Af
a
.Ar... i'tnver....L 404. l:)'p m
Fraternal Union ef America meet
permanently. At rnj drug store, 50
cents.
first and third Tesday
-Trs'as
evenings of
4atly xcot SuoIy.
Uonneotloni wttn the malo line toil each month in Jie Fraternal
Brother
branches
a follows'
Notice For Publication.
At Auionlto for Ouraniio. Slivert-anil all hood hall, west of Fountain Square at
points In the San Juan country.
(Homestead Entry No. 6253.)
8 o'clock.
T. M. Elwood. F. M.; W.
At Alamosa (with xtandarii
aure) fur La
Department of the Interior, Land Of- Veta. Pueblo. Oolorad'i
Sprlnu and Denver O. Koogler, Secretary.
narrow emi.jp fur Monte Vlata. IM
fice at Saata Fe, N. M., Sept. 3, also with
Creeds and all point tnthe Pan Lais
1904.
The Fraternal Brotherhood, No.
valley.
Atsalida with mala Unelistandard gnage)
Notice Is hereby given that the fol- for all
102,
meets every Friday night at
points east and west Including Lead
aad narrow vauge points between
their
hall In the Scbmidt building,
lowing named settler has filed notice llieand
Grand Junction.
of his Intention to make final proof In At Florence and Oanon
west
of
Fountain square, at 8 o'clock.
for
the
City
gold
support of his claim, and that said camps of Cripple Creek and Victor.
are always
Visiting members
proof will be made before the probate At I'ueblo, tJolnrado Strlng and Itenver
with all Missouri river lines for all points
clerk of San Miguel county at Las Ve- east.
CHARLES F. O'M ALLEY,
gas, N. M., on October 17, 1904, viz:
For f urther information address the under,
President
Melitor Sistieros for the northeast signed.
G. W. GATCIUSLL, Secretary.
Santa i't In
quarter, section 1, township 10 north, Through passengers from
standard Jtauite sleepers from Aiamost can
range 15 east
MARNESC
Irave berths reserved on KDplicailoa.
He names the following witnesses
.'. P. Davis. A item.
J. C. Jones, The Harnees Make?
to prove his continuous residence up
Santa Fe, N M. Brtdg-street
K 9. Hfxn-FR- .
6. P. A.
on and cultivation of said land, viz:
Denver. Voo
TAILORS.
Juan Lucero y Romero, of Anton
J. B. ALLEN, the tailor. Orders take,
Chlco, N. M.
Trinldai Sanchez, of Anton Chico,
for
Men' Suits. 905 Mal
N. M.
street opposite the Normal.
Jose A. Si?neros, of Anton Chico, N.l
For
RCSTAUHANTS.
gooiloutfit, Mtiitleor j
M.
call
on the reliable
i'otihi,
Ar!jf0?e:o3 Holguin, of Anton Chico,
Ouvst't RetUuram SNoet 0'(i'--?T!!Slivery, feed mid sale stable.
N. M.
Ontar
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MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
9S8

Ring No, 15,

COOLEY & MILLER

fnl

:i

mtTt

Wanted to purchase, several antelope at;d two or tlsree black ta:l deer.
M., The Ortic.
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Tha Siberian

OF WASHOUTS FROM El

(

OITIC.

mtiicli,

Tobolsk, where tin Siberian CoKsack
:
!h rciiriil, m n well wateiv.I
region, wlih
i
l.iKHl lakes, many of
r eouslilcr-ablsize, Many of llio inhabitant
huil their origin In tin- utitUiHiou
f
tlu territory a n penal
for EuTin' i
i,
ropean Itiixsiu.
i,. Mlj
very prliulilve, ahccp hcinu the unit of
exchange In their barter k.v k i ut Cat-tl- i
breeding Ih extensively adopted,
ninl U is fruiu this Him-,.that tin- Kum- Ian ni'uiy draws uioki uf its horses for
I'i'H'i' In tin) fur cast. 1'Iicnc animal
mi' small umt hardy, not particular
iilntut fond mid capable of ctutui'iiig
cxiiemo heat ami colli, but the louil
they tan take tvtii on a level roiul is
IIii-m-

no

-

HIE, I

.

COLO., TO

II.
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Raging Waters of the Rio Grande Drive
Iwo Hundred Duke City People from
Their Homes. Three Weeks Before
Trains Can Run North of Las Vegas.

1

iilmiit

!

!mmi

iouiiiIk.

(mj

-

'llie

prcparu-tur-

y

lass of I lie I'oxsaeks comprises
lads from the au
( eighteen, who
undergo tlirei) years' training.
Tin'
(Win kit of tli lirst ranks are en- rolleil troni the age of twenty one for
it period of twelve years. ahl all serve
for u turtlier ierloil of live years in
the reserves, the age of discharge lie
lug, therefore, thirty-eight- .
'

.
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Repair Gangs.

Wc have engaged a
thorough
workman to take charge of and operate our
bindery and blank book manufactory. He
first-clas-

The ('alrnilar Klculnlloii.
t'uesnr's rcforiiii.il cnlemlar iiiiuli' the
year ahout eleven minutes too loni;
that Is, the solar year bcgim eleven
minutes earlier each twelvemonth than
the cnlemlar year. lu irS2 1'ope Urej;-- !
ry XIII. found that the nolnr year
hail jtainetl ten days on the cnlemlar

Ruling

lie corrected this and to keen

year,

the two years more nearly together or
dered tunt thereafter only ceuturlal
years divisible by 400 should be leap
years. This calculation Is thin: By ndd- ing eleven minutes regularly to the
year, at the end of a century the legal
calendar has had one more day than
the solar calendar. Ity giving up the
additional day of leap year in three
centurlal years the legal calendar has
at the end of three centuries nenriv
j one day less than the solar caleudar.
This difference is corrected by having
J an extra
day in the fourth centurlal
year. The arrangement Is so r)arly
exact that the two years differ by only
one day in HMZi years.

Bookmaking
Binding

I

In the Best Style and

I

At Lamar, Colorado, the Arkansas is flooded and railroads
damaged.
One estimate in this
city places the loss to the Santa Fe railroad in this state and
a m,lhon d0,lars' but this is mere
s work
y

.

of

- ot

-

wSEf

llo Loss of Life at Raton,

Special to Tbe'Optic via San Francisco.
Raton, N M., Oct. 2.-- The
flood, caused no loss of life in Raton. Some of
the
houses ffl the flats were flooded but the inhabitants
escaped without loss of life.
Santa
Rat0"
Ut- The bHde Ver the
river
bad y
Half a mile of
out at French. A bndge north of Dawson is
gone
All day yesterday four feet of water covered
the Santa Fe track at French The fir si
bndge out of French is badly damaged. Miles of track in the vicinitv of
French h
been covered with water and is still buried in
mud
foot will have to be gone over
Every
Ao wires are working west of French.

damS

XT'18

t

"

af

Appalling Conditions on the Santa Fe.
m0n frT the flkd districts of the Santa Fe are discnranr
Colorado, there ,s a succession of washouts

From hi
that mean lorn
remendous losses
According to the most careful estimates-i- t will be three wl-kbefore
rams can reach Tnmdad from Las Vegas.
orV ven a
I, will be a week or. ten davs
TU
transfer can bf ni;i r
i
..i i
"uriuge crews can t reach the location of the
i
i
are m
::T1P1
' the mist
enffT
m
1
iic ui.iu as tne crews advance. Ev
,
, . ,
man who
ICU
mirr,ea Ioruard Hl the most determined efforts arei'ery
being made
to
the breaks.
s

1

i

S

.
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r
repair

i
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South of this city,
. .
the trouble is t.'11 .v.i ov t urns, mi.:
x ne ouo ski led bridge men
.
t
j with
nurnea
supplies from Los Angeles found
i
.vi, uuuu rlL ijcia. ihev had not
at
too. must repair the track as
'D"(luer(lue
They,
thev advance
,
...
e situation is
iu , u,rque
gloomy. It is marvelous that the flood
th
R.o Grande. which washed out hundreds of
caused no loss of life. The
people
is
. ..
-

y

-.

i

f

S

a.nC vne cuy ana its new channel
through the railroad
Ii.
tween this break, which will be
repaired by the Los AngeL crews? and
work has gone on rapidly ,and trains
may move by Wednesday. It is believed Trains can
run into Albuquerque from Las Vegas
by Friday. Transfers may be made sou 'of the
city tomorrow and the two trains now here will
probably depart in the morning
the Rock Island via the Santa Fe Central.
At La Joya on the San Marcial district
six miles of track is under water.
8

1

All Vow Mexico Roodo Cutter.

Of the new Mexico roads the Santa Fe Central
was least affected by the floods
It wtll move trams tomorrow. The Denver & Rio Grande has suffered
have no trams running
four or five days. The worst mishap on the heavily
Rock Wand Us
he loss o the gr,at bridge at Santa Rosa, which
required eight months to bu U A
later report says t he bridgr was not wholly carried a wav.

andli

fr

A Love Letter.

Don't Make a Mistake.

would not interest you if you're
Many persons suffer from dizziness,
looking for a guaranteed Salve for
Sores, Burns or I'oes. Otto . Dodd, headaches and backaches who treat
cf Tondcr, Mo. writes: "I suffered themselves for stomach troubles or
wun an ugly sore ior a year, but a rneumatism, when their disease Is
box of Bueklen's Arnica Salve cured some
affection of the kidneys which
me.' It's the best Salve on earth.
could be quickly cured by Foley's
25c. at all drugstores.
Honey and Tar. Take it in time. Refuse substitutes. Depot Drug Store.
Arthur Iewia anil wife- are nf-,
Mr. Lewis beresidents of
Oeo. Beckett, J. J. Russell of Carls-baing day operator, succeeding W. S.
and several others spent last
Eakle.
Week in the mnnnliln. WLino
friTV
.."Ml II
Wg game. Beckett says they came
Cures Winter, Cough.
J. E. Gover, 101 N. Main St., Otta- near getting a! grizzly bear.
wa, Kan., writes: "Every fall it has
been my wife's trouble to catch a
severe cold, and therefore to cough
Saved Hit Life
all winter long.
J. W. Davifinnort
Ulnnn
fall I got for
.ia mam. tJl
her a bottle of Horehonnd Syrup. She Writes. June -. . 1014.
w
.'v..
Atou I believe Ralls
tell
used it and has been able to sleep
r'a
Liniment
saved my life. I was unsoundly all night long. Whenever der the treatment
nf tmn
the cough troubles her, two or three and
doses stops the cough, and she Is able was they told me one of mr innir
entirely eone. anri iha har io.
to be up and well." 25c. 50, fl.'K). ly affected.
I also had a lump In
my
For sale by O. G. Schaefer.
side. I don't think that I could have
Carl-Imd-

d

-

I

Ist

U--

--

aic

H. MeClintock, xperintendent
f the Roswell telephone system, H
in Carlsbad, on bsinci!. His company will fhortlv begin the construction cf the lire from Artesia to Ahv
V.

lived over two months longer. I
was induced by a friend in trtr Pol.
lard's Snow Liniment. The first an.
plication ITU VP TO P T(H f Fi f at I ram
fifty cent bottles cured me sound and
well. It Is a wonderful medicine and
I recommend it to
suffering humanity." 25c. 50c. 11.00 For sale h n
G. Scbaffer.
1

Opium Smoking In China.
It Is genera lly understood that a
large percentage of the Chinese are
addicted to the use of opium. This is
a misconception. The belief that the
Chinese of rank and culture use the
drug Is due to the prominence given
to the cultivation of the plant and the
manufacture of opium in the Celestial
empire. As n matter of fact, a native
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PRICES

0

Patronize this home industry and
keep the money here, which has heretofore
been sent east for book work. Phone No.
2 and our representative will call in the
city or reply will be given promptly by
mail to outof'town customers.

who uses opium Is looked upon by bis
superiors as we discuss and classify

our drunkards.

The Idea that a pill will produce an
exhilarating effect on the beginner la

also erroneous. One must be accustomed to the use of the drug to get
the pleasant effect The first pipe to
an American produce nausea. Two
or three will make hiiu sick. If he can
stand eight or nine of tbese'pills" he
is apt to dream, but the awakening Is
always an unpleasant reality.

The Optic Co.,

The HI no l.nkra.
About twelve miles northwest from
the town of I'pper l.nke. Oil.. Is n
series of waters known us p.lue lakes
-- three in nil suitouihIhI
by spurs f
the coast rane that lower l.otio feet
over them. These hikes are steel blue
In color and never freeze
The upper
hike is nearly two miles In length ami
hnlf a mile in width' in the widest
place, the middle lake is about half
a mile long and halt' that distance In
width, and the lower one la less than
half the si.e of the nearest neighbor.
The upper lake Is nearly I(K) feet deep
In places, and all of them abound in
trout.

LAS VEGAS, N. M.,

Publishers

Job Printers

Binders

A

GUARANTEED CURE FOR PILES
Watch The Kidneys."
SCRATCH TABLETS For Ink, 10
Itching, Blind, nieedine or Protni.
"When they are affected' .life is in cents a
ding Piles Your druggist will return
pound;
pencil, 6 cents ft
Dr. Abernethy, the
ays
Much More Than Thai.
money If PAZO OINTMENT falls to danger,"
The
at
office.
pound
Optic
:
"That milk looks as if it were half cur you ln 6. to 14
great English physician. Foley's Kid.. "v.-o
days. COc.
water," pretested the woman at the
ney Cure makes sound kidneys. .DeGet
one
ot
those handsome ham
kitchen door.
pot Drug Store.
f-mocks from Qehring'a.
A
"It Is much more than that, ma'am." yv Sent on Approval
replied the milkman, a college graduMl V
TO SksrcStlBLS FSOPLS
ate in reduced circumstances. "I guarantee it to he 80 jcr cent water, 4 per
cent butter, 3Vi per eeot casein and
Hfe per cent sugar and various
salt,
the combination resulting in the liquid w
m m
commonly known aa milk. Chemical
FOUNTAIN
analysis of the same cheerfully furnished whenever desired. Good mornPEN
ing, ma'am." Chicago Tribune.

gLaiighliny
u
SOUD COLD PEN

The Caaalac of Aala.
naturalist found black ants were
devouring the skins of some bird specimens on a table, so be made tar circles ou four pieces of pnper and put
one under each leg of the table. Ants
will not cross tar. Pretty soon be
found the ants busily at work again
and. looking at the tar circles, found
A Dozen Timet a
each one was bridged by bits of sand
Night
"I have had kidney and
bladder which the clever ants had brought in
trouble for years, and it became so from the street
bad that I was obliged to
Ilia Little rmtaerlpt.
get up at
least a dozen times
The absentiuludiHl correswindent of
ght," aaya
the Georgia citizen in Texas closed a
Mr. Owen Dunn, of Benton
Ferry, W. receut communication as follows: "I.
1 never
received any permanent S. 1 almost foruot to tell
that rour
trenem from any medicine until I took house was burned to theyou
ground one
roley s Kidney Cure. After using two day last week, your brother having let
bottles, Tnav. cured." Depot Drug the Insurance lapse two weeks before.
Store
bo you won t git nothing ont of it. I
reckon." Atlanta Constitution.
The papers were signed
Monday
Vaaeroaatahl Sararla.
transferring the dry goods and cloth"Some men never learn by experiing store of W. G. Woerner of Carls- ence."
bad, to A. E. Siegner.
"That's true." answered young Mrs.

o
More
Spent
Than $1,000.
"My wife suffered from lune
ble for fifteen years, she tried a num
ber of doctors and spent over $1,000
without relief." writes. W. W. Rale.,
of Plainvlew, Neb. "She became
very
low and lost all hope. A friend recommended Folev'a llnnov
r
p..
ana, manhs to this ereaf
it
saved her life. She enjoys better
health than she has known in ten
years." Refuse substitutes. Depot
Drug Store.

s,

will do all kinds of

l

Associated Press Special to The Optic.
Denver, Oct. 2, 9 A.M- .- Flood conditions
prevail from El Moro. Colorado, to Albuquerque, N. M., and a number ot bridges are dawaed or washed out with
railroad
more or less washed out in places. Greatest
damage done at Trinidad, where the loss
reaches nearly one million dollars. All railroad, of that
place are damaged ad it will
be several days before
they are in running order aain.

Optic
Bindery

i

Damage at Trinidad Approximates a Million Dollars, Santa Fe
Loss Alone Placed at Half Million, Raton Feels
Force
of the Storm. Difficulties which Beset

ii

The
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To tMw

ThcK
Two
Popular
Styles
For

la

new maid apMrs. Madison-Yo- ur
pears to tie rather refined. Mrs. park-west- e
Yitf, stie' n little out of the
common. She never break nnythlng
but the costliet cut glass and the
.
.
. t
,
i

It is easy to take a Joke lu the spirit
,n wnkh u ' i'"'mJ,', lf 11 te
the
otBer fellow.
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DlgUSEZTHE SHORT LINE
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rock

to M7

J I
Only
t XfMwd aU k utral

Holdw Is Biada of flit flrwrt
qtMllty hard rubber. In four
Implt aaiu. fitted with very

Jin connectionwihthe

mm

mm

to visit;the

home folks.

da-lr-

Either

rtyla-Rlc-

Fare Pius $2.C0 fcr tfce rcurd
tnp. Tickets on
RATEOeic September 6th, J3th. 20tbf 27ih
and October
'
limited fcr rctmn thirtv ?avs ftrm At
t
wjaja
afaaajsaaasn
A slcc-ove- r
of ten dtvs alleged At St
tovhit the! Wcrld'sj Fair. Pates apply lofall
pomts in Indiana,
Columbus,
toandufky,
Washington Court Hcuje, Cincinnati
oJnts
West
in Ohio, to Leuisvillf. HaWvilk
5i2? f
Pcwcrs, Lcwisport 2nd Cuvensbofo,
Kentucky.

OaM

hly

Moantad fur prtMntalloa
purpoat $1.00 aitra.

Qrui

Special Offer

L

Ton stay try In ptn a wk
If yoa do not find It at racro
aentad. fully ai fin a vala
M yoa can atcur for ttirtq
Unas tha erka In any other
aiakts. If act entirely telle- - I
fac'-wla rery ratpect, re- turn n ana tucexifujcnduoa ,

-

lllarrlmiaatlBS Maid.

pb

blghtit trtit, Urgt dtt 14k.
d
gold ptn, any fltilblllty
Ink fardlnf dtvtca
perfect

"Charley Is Just as much surprised every time be loses at the rc"s
as if it had never happened before."
Washington Star.
Torklns.-

BMWtttof fbto

ai an advartlilnf
dlua) wa otar yoa cbolci of
Mcatton

tUOfortt, fhttzfra

tOc.
for yoor troublt In vvrtUna
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Pacific to Port Worth, Pair Will Be Pulled Off
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Flood Brevities

waa unfortunate
I). Gibbon
R.
In a
enough to get hla band caught
torn.
and
witch rope
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thlH morning

at $2.50 to $8.50
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PAT. CARRIER SYSTEM

Clam Bouillon,

HSU

special.

We have only a few wordsjto say about our Ladies

Clam Chowder.
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They were stopped at Lalfoad P"flood.: Yesterday their
the
Junta
cona
by
will
Bolls
Brothers
give
The
v
Edward Grunnfeld, district manager
got
messages wlcb call
cert In the Plaza Park on their fa- families
of
the Equitable Life, went to Santa
to
off
California."
we're
"Adlos,
They
mous L Marimba, from 7:30 to :0
Fe this morning. He will be met by
will
to
their
trains
take
Denver,
this evening.
thence via Ogden to Northern Cali-- bis auto and conveyed to Albuquer- man
from
lornia. Hsyes will take No. 7 Into. QueEdward Wolf, a young
01
iuuercuioi omn rn:mc(j ana uaicntii win go
Fort t,iinion, u., niea
Among the flood bound pafsaengers
last night A brother will come for down to Los Angeles. The gentlemen
the body. A mother and sisters live expect to get hack some day overi are Mr. and Mrs. Wm. H. Roes and
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Best, who me
the Santa Fe coast lines.
lit Tort Clinton."
on their way to Tombstone to Inspect
their mine, "Luck Sure."
A rejiort that cannot be authenticated , F. M. Jones, the Santa Fe civil
in
was
afield
the
who
far
Meletidez.eheriff
Tito
effect
that
glneer,
the
'
Indefinite reports from Mora telli
when
the heavy rains
of Mora county, was killed In a jMilitieal mountains
of
terrible ruin. It jb said that twenty-ethis
morning, lie
row last niht, has been going the came, reached home
ight
houses were washed away
walked
the
distance
.rode
of
and
afternofni.
part
rounds all the
'
'"
and that 300 homelesg people are al
the rest. '
the courthouse. These reports are
The concert given by the military j
Is known
band in Lincoln park yesterday afterWord comes from Ttaton this after- doubtless exaggerated. It
was
store
at
Weber
Blernbaum's
that
a
large noon that the track has been repalrel
noon was well attended by
considerathat
and
The
travelers.
destroyed
nearly
and
of
number citizens
out of that city and Springer shculd
music was escellent. It was much ap- be reached by this evening, 3upt. ble damage was Inflicted at Clevewater rose to a depth of
Cain and Division Supt. Easley are land. The
preciated.
feet at the La Cueva
to
three
five
with the advance workmen.
buildings, but the latest reports deny
Capt, L. C Fort and daughter, Mrs.
the destruction of the ranch bouses.
Etter, are expected to reach Springer
The big Los Angeles bridge crew Alex
toth's
there
from
drive
to
and
Wlnans, who made the trip from
tonight
Vs reached Albuquerque yesterday noon Mora to Watrous
reach
tomorrow.
herj
It
they
says the ravages of
city
and ts now hard at work on the two-the flood all along the ' way wtra
funeral of Mrs. Fort will be held
mile washout near Alameda, The 300
tremendous. Groves hare been swept
Wednesday.
skilled men from the west have been
away, orchards filled with mud, many
by helpers until a thous"IN 8EASONS OF PROSPERITY, reinforced
buildings destroyed and much land
and men are now at work south of
under cultivation ruined.
.place a part of your Income In the the
city. They have two pile drivers
avlngs bank. Soine day this fund
and several train loads of maferlal
Fireman McGrath and Brakeraan
may carry you over a rough and some of which was
brought nil the McGrath, two sturdy sons of th-- Emwith
account
an
road.
Open
rocky
from Los Angeles.
erald Isle, were so uneasy about their
the Plaia Trust & Savings bank of way
917.
M.
N.
families living In the low part of
Las Vegas,
The gangs building south from Las Raton that they started
yesterday
This afternoon a committee of citi- Vegas have tho road in excellent morning to walk from Watrous to
zens went before the county comrois; condition to Lamy and are'now busy tho Gate City.
at the Ortiz gap. Below this tho moat
sloners to secure their
rloiis trouble ls at Elota, where
It. Mlddleton, representing a gun
with the authorities of the town and
re- tho Rio Grande left Its channel and
to
In
hoime of Denver in located in
necessary
mepa
powder
taking
city
store the Gallinas to Its proper chan cut out four miles of track. Tho Ber- Las Vegas for a week or two. Ho
nalillo bridge is gone, a bridge over didn't choose to stay, but is enjoying
nel and keep It there.
the Gallsteo Is gone and several oth- himself.
ers
are damaged.
Davis
Miss Mary Davis and Walt
sistheir
tat
Chief Clerk .Tones Is a busy man
received a sad message
A house had died at
An accommodation
train carrying these days. Yesterday he made two
tor Mr
her home In lpsilantl, Mich. Miss a few passengers, and the mall and trips to Watrous and over to the
Davis went to Santa Fe on the special express, left for Santa Fe at 10;30 river. This morning, armed with
boat, he left early for the scene of
today hoping to get through either by this morning.
O.
&
D.
R.
or
the
Island
Rock
the
activity. It Is believed the repair
It Is now thought that the trains gang will reach the river by night.
At Ludwig Ilfed's the force of pump stalled bfrre wTll be able to leave the
era bad reduced the ettfbt feet of water city Wednesday night or Thursday
Messrs. Rptinger, Mills, McWeuie
in the basement to three inches this morning. As there Is trouble both on
reach
to
Hoke rode out to the Hot Springs
and
Rio
Fe
the
and
the
exjtected
Santa
Central
morning. They
bottom by noon. A force of men are Orande, the Intention of sending the yesterdsy to spy out the country after
engaged in washing fertile soil from trains over one of these roads has the flood. They went tip the canyon
the stoves and other goods that had been given up. and they will go to aa far as the laat dam where they found
'
the bridge gone so completely that not
Wm stored in the flooded basement. California over the Santa Fe.
even a trace of it remained. The dam
Funeral services over the remains
the Scenic Road but little dam- of Mrs. Q. N. Tarklngton were ob- report of the carrying away of the
the floods. Two days, the
aged
by
served at the home yesterday after Rock Inland
bridge at Santa Rosa Is
noon at 2'.3. The Rev. A. C. Geyer a mistake.
wmn-ijwas
Some damage
done
conducted them. Several members of to the town and the Rock Island
was,
the M. E. church choir sang beautiful washed out In places, but the damage
T. B. McNair ia supposed to be in St.
acred ong
Mrs. Tarklngton's In the
Ae It is, he
plains country Is not nearly so! Louis this morning.
b ji'y will be shipped to Santa Fe anJ
j doesn't know just when he will be able
heavy as In the mountains.
over the D. k R, Q. to Pueblo as soon
- J to start for a visit with his brother who
u r!vtd that the mti W Tb-are 'some fifteen .idfo rri ;ives in the expisitiou city,
open beyond Bant Fe.', Burial' will ductofs In town. Conductos Hub-- 1
This morning a force of four nun
be at Linden, Vt.
bard had the honor of taking Jouwere still at work inini'iii the remain
the speilal to Santa Fe. Coftductorf of the rloo.l from the cellar of Stern A
JUDGE PARKER AR- RIVE8 IN NEW YORK. Kipp Is busy enough as he liperateCNarim's warehouse. The water which
the construction train to Vatnis.
stood over five fwt Friilay morning
New York
Judjfe Parker arrived
was reduced to a few inches.
from Khous for a several
here
Isidore Sanders of Trinidad
left
McDorald,
Roy
captain of the
days stay.
the city yesterday to drive home.
Browns'
baseball
team telegraphs
The Optic will do your Job pnoUnt
that the Albuquerque fair will not be
A J. Loomis,
la the beet possible style ana at
dputy collector of called off and that (every feature
mu wttc
Internal revenue, left the city for rertined will be given.
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tthlnga la bit Ua to
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taea tenda bis
printing to iomi
r us have Ihe
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eastern
cheap
pleasure of a (rial order,
character of Use work ts hsiw
Give us an opportunity to show you what
tn'"
than t! price, ts nothing If
sdstrat
good service in the laundry line is the
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Jackets, thty are
see mem lor yourself.

and we would like .you to

up-to-da- te

HNS, Grocer.

Dick llayea and ConConductor
Supt. John Stein of the Harvey
went down the road thU morn- off on a trip
are
Gattbell
ductor
and brakemen,
Many conductors
world.
Thev should have lK prepared to handle a pick and
the
i
are taking air brake instruction .around
In
Las
arrived
Vegas last Friday thejtbrow rocks or almost anything to
... ....!..
the Lewis car in the yards this ar.

ternoon.

It is an undoubted fact, that our LADIES HATS are
as correct in style, rich in quality and carefully selectedjust
as
any store in Las Vegas. The nobbiest elT'ects in plain Felts,
Changeable Tafl'etas. Shaded Chenille Feather Hats, etc., in
the new shades of Coque Roche. Onion Brown, Green, Maha-gon- i
and others of the new fashionable colorings all exquisite, higri'rt creations all Hats that would cost you
double our prices elsewhere
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Look at Our Window Display
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Pornound. - - - - 5 Cento
25 pounds, - - - - 01,00
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FROM $1 TO $3 A PAIR.
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Las Vegas' Exclusive Dry Goods
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Clothes

Your
reputation may depend
to some extent at least,
on the way you dress.
While clothes do not
make the man, ' they
help to make his looks,
and if you want to be
seen in the best clothes- company, get a Stein
Block or a Hart, Shaff-ne- r
& Marx Suit You
will find Style, Fit and

Quality

"frt

Our stock is greater than ever. The latest in

d

Walking Skirts,
Ladies' Petticoats, Hosiery,
Underwear.
,

no higher.

Latest Styles in fall and
just

winter. OVERCOATS
in.

r

THE BOSTON
4

M.

Buy

.,v

And take a look

re-emin-

Hew Fall

e

L

' Tom Cowden of Carlsbad, ha gon
to his ranch ta look after the shipment of 1,600 ealven o market.
Henry MHchell of Carlsbad. Is relabor at present
fraining from
on account of a badly burned wrist.

hvy

Miss Ethel Utile ol Cilsbad, has
been very alck.

very r.st to be secured.
Telephone or send a postal card and we
will call promptly.

Las Vegas Steam Laundry.

oi.oh.um I'iiom:

Ht.

las vrt;

s imiom:

Suits

Kderhcimer-Sein- s

Clothes for your boys
nothing better.

Made by

ItltK HI.

Jlti:KMti:it;KK,

Prop- -

AltWd Beojamih

4
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breast.

FAIR PRICES ONLY
While there is likely to be a scarcity
of Staple food supplies for some days
to come we will maintain regular
prices for all goods now in stock and
only advance when later purchases at

higher figures may make it necessary.

ik

Notice how graceful
the coat drops from
the shoulders, the
nunbreakabV

llfredpenjaminsl?
AAKXRS

Cor

nr

$ NEVyRK

Cbthcs fur AJh

stiff

Why throw your money away
buying other makes, when you
can buy the Benjamin Clothes,
at same price.
WE ARE

SOLE AGENTS.

THE HUB CLOTHING GO.,
Only Up'tO'dsto and Exctuoiva

71

t

FALL

.

ad-th- e

LAS VEGAS.

SIXTB STREET,

in these goods, and the prices all right.

.

Store

Ready Made Outing Flannel Gowns.
Agent for Standard Patterns now 10c and 15c,

y

he keens.

-

to-da- y

lilt

AI

BETTER DRESS STORE

,vlt

LEW,

Ladies9 Jackets,
Children's Coats, Dress Goods,

A"

i

!

MECmV

A fine pencil box with each
purchase of school shoes.

Sporleder Shoe Co.

IrOSQWSlirallc

Men's Ciothlng House in tho
City.

